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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

“I remember the question being asked even then: Is it permissible to use another country as a platform for these types of operations? Some would strongly suggest that there are major questions and issues about the complicity or the implications involved in assassination programs of people in other countries facilitated by this partnership [between Germany and the USA].”

Former National Security Agency (NSA) employee and whistleblower Thomas Drake addressing a German parliamentary committee established to investigate NSA activities in Germany in 2014.

In July 2012, multiple drone strikes hit an impoverished village in Pakistan, near the border with Afghanistan, killing 18 labourers, including a 14-year-old boy, as they were about to enjoy an evening meal at the end of a long day of work. In October 2012, 68-year-old Mamana Bibi was killed in a double strike, apparently by a Hellfire missile, as she picked vegetables in the family’s fields while surrounded by some of her grandchildren. They recounted in painful detail to Amnesty International the moment when Mamana Bibi was blasted into pieces before their eyes.

These are just two of the 45 reported drone strikes carried out by the United States of America (USA) in North Waziristan, northwestern Pakistan between January 2012 and August 2013 that Amnesty International reviewed in its ground-breaking 2013 report “Will I be next?: US drone strikes in Pakistan. Amnesty International conducted detailed research into nine of those drone strike cases, including the two above. This research revealed that the USA had carried out unlawful drone killings in Pakistan, some of which could amount to war crimes or extrajudicial executions. Five years later, US authorities have failed to acknowledge responsibility for the strikes documented by Amnesty International, let alone establish a mechanism for investigating potentially unlawful killings and providing redress where appropriate.

The reach of the US lethal drone programme is extensive, going beyond Pakistan, to countries such as Somalia, Yemen, Iraq and Syria and including areas outside of armed conflict. For this, the USA relies heavily on assistance from many States, including European States. The United Kingdom (UK), Germany, the Netherlands and Italy have played a significant role in supporting the US’s lethal operations, including its drone programme.

This assistance takes the form of general intelligence-sharing as part of historical alliances such as the Five Eyes alliance, a global surveillance network which includes the UK, as well as specific intelligence support which has been provided by various States, including the Netherlands, and used to locate and identify targets for US drone strikes. The UK, Germany and Italy also provide operational support for US surveillance and drone operations, including by providing infrastructure to assist with communications and allowing the USA to use military bases on their territory.
Since taking office, President Donald Trump has reportedly made changes to US policy on the use of force outside areas of conflict – including through drone strikes – rolling back already-limited protections for civilians. Combined with the current administration’s reported dramatic expansion in lethal drone operations, there is a real risk of an increase in unlawful killings and civilian casualties, and consequently, a heightened risk that States providing assistance to the US lethal drone programme could be responsible for assisting unlawful drone strikes.

In light of these concerns, this report examines the role played by the UK, Germany, the Netherlands and Italy in that programme, and analyses whether assistance provided by them could be aiding potentially unlawful US drone strikes in violation of international law.

**THE US LETHAL DRONE PROGRAMME**

Initially launched by the administration of President George W. Bush early in the so-called “War on Terror”, the USA has developed an extensive lethal drone programme, which it uses to carry out extra-territorial so-called targeted killings around the world. Although many US drone strikes have taken place as part of actual armed conflicts, the USA also asserts the right to target and deliberately kill individuals, members of particular groups who they deem to be a threat to the USA or those believed to have an association with certain of those groups, wherever they are and often far from any recognised battlefield.

Successive US administrations have justified these types of strikes either as part of a “global war” doctrine, which essentially treats the whole world as a battlefield, or on the basis of a purported right of self-defence against individuals and groups of people who they claim pose a real and imminent threat to the USA.

Over the years, experts, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and media have consistently questioned the USA’s legal justification and expressed concerns at the number of civilian casualties. Amnesty International’s 2013 report, highlighted that – although the organization was not in a position to independently verify these figures – according to NGO and Pakistan government sources the USA launched between 330 and 374 drone strikes in Pakistan between 2004 and September 2013, killing between 400 and 900 civilians and injuring at least 600 people.

The USA’s use of armed drones outside areas of active hostilities has also been marked by a lack of transparency around the legal and policy standards and criteria the USA applies to the use of armed drones. This has made it extremely difficult to establish the relevant facts around the strikes, including what legal framework applies and the number of casualties, which has prevented accountability and access to justice and effective remedies for victims of unlawful US drone strikes and their families.

Drone strikes increased significantly under President Obama, who oversaw more strikes during his first year in office than were carried out under the entire Bush administration. And while he did undertake some limited reforms, the US lethal drone programme continued to be characterised by a lack of transparency and accountability under his administration.
Since President Donald Trump took office, the US drone programme has seen a further dramatic expansion. US-based think tank the Council on Foreign Relations estimated that, as of 2 March 2017, he had approved at least 36 drone strikes or special operations raids in his first 45 days in office – one every 1.25 days. In March 2017, President Trump granted a request by the Pentagon (the headquarters of the US Department of Defense) to designate parts of three provinces in Yemen as “areas of active hostilities” and in the same month signed a similar directive for Somalia, allowing looser standards for the use of lethal force outside situations of armed conflict.

In addition, it has been reported that President Trump has rolled back Obama-era restrictions, including removing the requirement that drone strikes outside of recognised conflict zones target only high-level members of enemy armed forces and permitting the targeting of a much larger number of individuals even if they have not been clearly identified. The new, still-secret policy also reportedly allows intentional lethal force to be used away from situations of armed conflict against individuals posing no imminent threat to life.

While Amnesty International does not oppose the use of armed drones, it has consistently called on the USA to ensure that the use of armed drones complies with its obligations under international law, including international human rights law and international humanitarian law. In its 2013 report on drone strikes in Pakistan, Amnesty International concluded that the USA had, by justifying the so-called targeted killing of individuals or groups suspected of involvement in any kind of terrorism against the USA, adopted a radical re-interpretation of the concept of “imminence” under the purported right of self-defence, in violation of international human rights law.

In particular, by permitting the intentional use of lethal force outside recognised conflict zones and in a manner incompatible with applicable human rights standards, the USA's policies and practices regarding the use of drones violate the right to life. Furthermore, drone strikes carried out by the USA outside conflict zones against persons who were not posing an imminent threat to life may constitute extrajudicial executions. There have also been drone strikes in armed conflict situations that appear to have unlawfully killed civilians as they were carried out in a manner that failed to take adequate precautions or otherwise violated international humanitarian law.

President Trump’s reported dismantling of the limited restrictions imposed by the Obama administration on the US drone programme therefore increases the risk of civilian casualties and unlawful killings.

**EUROPEAN ASSISTANCE TO THE US LETHAL DRONE PROGRAMME**

Set against this troubling context, many European States have for years been providing crucial assistance to the US lethal drone programme, as well as to other US surveillance and intelligence operations that may support that programme. While the nature of this assistance has long been shrouded in secrecy, disclosures made in 2013 by Edward Snowden, a whistleblower who worked at the National Security Agency (NSA) (a national-level intelligence agency within the US Department of Defense), shed some light on the scale of this assistance and the way in which it is being provided.
These disclosures revealed that European States had been sharing intelligence with the USA that was used to locate and identify targets for US drone strikes, as well as metadata from mobile phone networks (for example, the time a call was made, its location, the duration of the call, the originators and recipients of calls) that could then be used for targeting. They also revealed that these States have provided operational support, such as assisting with communications for drone strikes by hosting critical infrastructure, or by allowing the USA to utilise bases on their territory for surveillance and intelligence operations.

In particular, Edward Snowden’s disclosures revealed that European States provide some assistance to the USA in the form of signals intelligence (SIGINT), gathered through the monitoring of electronic communications such as mobile phones and computers. In 2015, an anonymous whistleblower released documents from a study by the Pentagon Task Force on Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) highlighting the reliance of the US lethal drone programme on SIGINT, often from foreign partners, to discover information about the nature and whereabouts of potential targets, particularly in “reduced access environment[s]”. The study shows that, in more than 50 percent of the cases assessed, targets in Yemen and Somalia were identified on the basis of SIGINT in 2012.

Worryingly, the documents also acknowledge that SIGINT is an inferior form of intelligence. Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn, who was head of the Defense Intelligence Agency from July 2012 to August 2014, described how “SIGINT is an easy system to fool and that’s why it has to be validated by other INTs — like HUMINT [human intelligence]” in order to validate whether the intended target is at the location where a telephone call has been intercepted. According to the documents, during one five-month period of Operation Haymaker (a special operations campaign in northeastern Afghanistan) in 2013, 90 percent of those whom the US government killed by drone strike were unintended targets.

The UK, Germany, the Netherlands and Italy have played a significant role in providing intelligence, operational and logistical support to the US lethal drone programme, as well as in providing broader assistance to US surveillance and intelligence operations that may support that programme.

There are therefore concerns about the lawfulness of the US lethal drone programme and high number of civilian casualties, as well as the accuracy and reliability of surveillance and intelligence information (such as SIGINT) used by the USA to locate and identify targets for that programme. This raises serious questions as to whether the UK, Germany, the Netherlands and Italy are assisting or at risk of assisting in potentially unlawful drone strikes. This report uses publicly available information and other disclosures to analyse the assistance that these four States are providing to the USA under the international legal framework on assistance.

However, the lack of transparency around both the US drone programme and the assistance being provided by European States does mean that it remains difficult to comprehensively assess what assistance is being provided and whether this assistance is supporting potentially unlawful US drone strikes. In particular, intelligence sharing arrangements between the European States and the USA, while extensive, are often informal and ad hoc. In the vast majority of cases there are no publicly available guidelines governing such arrangements. Clarification over the role European States play in the US drone programme has been extremely limited, contributing to the general climate of secrecy that characterises the use of armed drones.
UNITED KINGDOM

In 2015 Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) documents provided to The Guardian by Edward Snowden showed how a programme codenamed OVERHEAD – a surveillance capability located in UK military base Royal Air Force (RAF) Menwith Hill which uses US government satellites to locate and monitor wireless communications, such as mobile phone calls and WiFi traffic – had facilitated a drone strike in Yemen in March 2012 which targeted and killed two men described as members of al-Qa’ida in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP). According to the Bureau of Investigative Journalism (BIJ), a total of five men were killed, four of whom were suspected AQAP members and one civilian, a 60-year-old man who was reportedly walking on the road near the site of the strike. The BIJ also reported between six and nine civilians injured, including six children between the ages of 10 and 14. The children were playing near the site of the strike and were wounded by shrapnel.

In addition, UK RAF bases, including RAF Croughton, RAF Menwith Hill, RAF Molesworth and RAF Digby, all appear to contribute critical support to the US lethal drone programme or US surveillance and intelligence operations that may support that programme. These bases provide crucial communications and intelligence infrastructure, allowing the USA to put in place surveillance programmes to gather and analyse intelligence to identify and target individuals for further surveillance or for drone strikes across the Middle East, North Africa and South Asia. For example, RAF Croughton has a direct communications link with Camp Lemonnier, a US military base in Djibouti which is the primary base of operations for the US Africa Command in the Horn of Africa and from which most drone strikes on Yemen and Somalia are carried out.

UK personnel have also been embedded in US lethal drone operations. For example, British RAF pilots have been assigned to the command of the US Air Force’s 432nd wing, which operates drones out of Creech Air Force Base in Nevada, USA for operations in Afghanistan and Pakistan. The role of these pilots is unclear but this does raise concerns that UK pilots under US command may have been ordered to carry out drone strikes and could therefore implicate them in these violations.

GERMANY

In Germany, the US Air Force’s Ramstein Air Base forms part of the US’s vast, interconnected surveillance armoury which allows it to carry out drone strikes around the world and other surveillance and intelligence operations that may support drone strikes. A geolocation system named GILGAMESH, run by the NSA, is understood to be key to these operations. A media investigation in 2014, uncovered how the GILGAMESH platform effectively turns a device attached to the bottom of a drone (a ‘virtual base-tower transceiver’) into a fake mobile phone receiver, which forces a target’s mobile phone signal to connect, without their knowledge, to the device. This allows an individual’s precise location to be pinpointed and this information to be fed via a satellite to Ramstein base and on to ground control facilities across the USA via fibre optic cables, including Creech Air Force Base in Nevada.
Other media reports have claimed that Germany cooperates with US agencies to provide intelligence used to locate and kill individuals outside of recognised conflict zones, including – on occasion – intelligence on its own citizens. In 2011, the first known killing of a German citizen, Bunyamin Erdogan, in a US drone strike in Pakistan in 2010 was reported. A subsequent parliamentary inquiry and media reports raised serious questions about the nature of Germany’s involvement in the intentional, potentially unlawful, killing of its nationals and whether the State was complicit. According to documents released by Edward Snowden, Germany’s foreign intelligence agency, the Bundesnachrichtendienst (BND), regularly passes to the NSA “massive amounts of connection data relating to the communications it had placed under surveillance” including “telephone numbers, email addresses, IP connections”.

THE NETHERLANDS

The Netherlands is involved in extensive anti-piracy operations in Somalia. In March 2014, media reports surfaced revealing that the USA was using data gathered by the Netherlands to target individuals it suspected of being members of al-Shabaab in Somalia. These reports were based on documents made public by Edward Snowden and a later admission by the Dutch Ministries of Defence and Interior and Kingdom Relations, in which they stated in a letter that they had provided the USA with 1.8 million metadata records of telephone conversations. As part of the anti-piracy operations, the Netherlands collects metadata from Somalia via – amongst other means and locations – the Netherlands’ ground station located in Burum, in Friesland. The Netherlands is also reported to have engaged in surveillance of telephone and internet communications of Somali individuals living in the Netherlands.

ITALY

In January 2016 the Italian government granted authorization for the USA to launch armed drones from the US Navy’s Naval Air Station Sigonella (Sigonella air base) in Sicily. An initial agreement limited this authorization to ‘defensive’ strikes to protect Special Forces conducting operations against the armed group calling itself Islamic State (IS) in Libya. On 1 August 2016 the media reported that MQ-9 Reaper drones based at Sigonella air base had been used to carry out strikes against IS positions around Sirte, Libya.

Sicily is also home to important communications infrastructure used for US lethal operations, including the US drone programme, hosting one of four ground station facilities comprising the US Department of Defense’s Mobile User Objective System (MUOS); a global satellite communication system for US military forces which aims to integrate the worldwide US naval, air and ground forces, facilitating data communications, audio and video. Work is currently underway for the construction of UAS SATCOM [satellite communications] Relay Pads and Facility, which will provide satellite communications support for US lethal operations, including drone operations. It will also provide “critical backup for its sister SATCOM relay station in Ramstein, Germany”.

Assistance to the US lethal drone programme by the UK, Germany, the Netherlands and Italy has sparked much public and parliamentary debate around the role these States play in US drone strikes. In the Netherlands, the Dutch Review Committee on the Intelligence and Security Services (Commissie van Toezicht op de Inlichtingen- en Veiligheidsdiensten, CTIVD) launched an extensive inquiry to examine the potential use of Dutch intelligence for the unlawful use of force by other States in the period between 1 January 2013 and 31 December 2015. The UK, Germany, the Netherlands and Italy have also faced legal action over their role in assisting in US drone strikes, and the lack of transparency around standards which govern such assistance.
INTERNATIONAL LEGAL FRAMEWORK ON ASSISTANCE

Under Article 16 of the International Law Commission’s Articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts (Articles on State Responsibility), a State can be considered to be responsible for assisting in a violation of international human rights or humanitarian law:

1. When providing assistance, the assisting State has “knowledge of the circumstances of the internationally wrongful act”;
2. The act is such that it would have been wrongful had it been committed by the assisting State itself.

Publicly available information, media reports and other disclosures indicate that the UK, Germany, the Netherlands and Italy all provide differing forms of assistance to the USA for use in its drone programme. In particular, the UK, Germany and the Netherlands share intelligence which allows the USA to locate potential individuals for further surveillance or drone strikes, and Germany and the Netherlands provide metadata that could be used for such targeting. The UK, Germany and Italy allow the USA to operate bases on their territory, which provide crucial communications and intelligence infrastructure, enabling the transmission of information between drone operators in the USA and armed drones carrying out lethal strikes across the globe. Italy also allows the USA to launch armed drones from a US base in Sicily for defensive strikes.

In light of Article 16, this means that – where specific organs or officials of those States are knowingly assisting in drone strikes by the USA in violation of international law – that State may be responsible for aiding or assisting such violations.

Further, courts and United Nations treaty bodies have found that a State’s obligations to respect human rights (including the right to life) entails an obligation not to assist in violations of human rights by others when it knows or should have known of the violations. This includes treaty obligations such as Article 2 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), which requires States parties to respect and ensure respect for the rights recognized in the ICCPR to all individuals subject to their jurisdiction. The Human Rights Committee has recognised that in certain circumstances a State may be responsible for extra-territorial violations of the ICCPR where it has contributed to a violation in another country.

In addition, the European Court of Human Rights has interpreted Article 1 of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, which requires States Parties to secure, to everyone within their jurisdiction, the Convention’s rights and freedoms, to include the obligation not to facilitate violations by others, including when those violations occur outside its jurisdiction. The obligation to respect human rights, including the right to life, includes the obligation to investigate allegations of violations, bring perpetrators to justice and provide reparation to victims.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Amnesty International and other NGOs have documented unlawful US drone strikes over the course of more than a decade, exposing how these strikes have violated the right to life, in some cases amounting to extrajudicial executions and other unlawful killings. Additionally, US drone strikes have caused a significant number of civilian casualties, and in some instances appear to have violated international humanitarian law, with some attacks amounting to possible war crimes. Given the well-known and serious concerns regarding the US lethal drone programme’s compliance with international law, providing material or intelligence support to US strikes could mean that the UK, Germany, the Netherlands and Italy are responsible for assisting in potentially unlawful US drone operations and may have violated their own obligations under international human rights law and international humanitarian law.

As such, and in light of reports that US President Donald Trump’s administration has loosened the rules governing the USA’s expanded lethal drone programme, including outside situations of armed conflict, this report makes the following recommendations to the UK, Germany, the Netherlands and Italy:

• Refrain from assisting in any way in US drone strikes that may amount to or result in a violation of international human rights law or international humanitarian law – including by allowing the use of military bases, the sharing of intelligence or other information, or the provision of personnel;

• If not already done, initiate a full public inquiry into the State’s assistance to the US drone programme, including intelligence sharing arrangements with the USA;

• Provide urgent public clarification on the safeguards they have in place to ensure they are not aiding and assisting in potentially unlawful US drone strikes;

• Ensure prompt, thorough, independent and impartial investigations into all cases where there are reasonable grounds to believe that the State has provided assistance to a US drone strike that has resulted in unlawful killings and/or any civilian casualties;

• Bring to justice in public and fair trials anyone reasonably suspected of being responsible for assisting a US drone strike that has resulted in unlawful killings;

• Ensure that any assistance that is or may be provided for any lethal drone operations complies with international human rights law and international humanitarian law, in particular the right to life, by establishing – and disclosing publicly – robust binding standards to govern the provision of all forms of assistance for lethal drone operations.

THE REPORT ALSO RECOMMENDS THAT:

• The USA should publicly disclose its new rules governing the use of lethal force abroad, including specific rules on targeting for lethal operations, and ensure prompt, thorough, independent and impartial investigations into all cases where there are reasonable grounds to believe that drone strikes resulted in unlawful killings and/or civilian casualties, including cases documented by Amnesty International. Where there is sufficient admissible evidence, the USA should bring those responsible to justice in public and fair trials without recourse to the death penalty and ensure that victims of unlawful drone strikes, including family members of victims of unlawful killings, have effective access to remedies.

• Any regional or international standards developed to govern the use of armed drones must regulate not only their direct use by States but also the provision of all forms of assistance to other States’ (or non-state actors’) use of armed drones.
METHODOLOGY

This report is based on extensive desk-based research regarding the United States’ (US) lethal drone programme as well as assistance provided to the United States of America (USA) by the United Kingdom (UK), Germany, the Netherlands and Italy for both that programme and more generally as part of other intelligence-sharing or operational assistance arrangements. Given the lack of transparency in this area, the report relies substantially on open source documents, including intelligence documents released by US National Security Agency (NSA) whistleblower Edward Snowden from June 2013 onwards, which revealed the extent of global mass surveillance by States including the USA and the UK. The report also relies on transcripts of parliamentary questions and debates, parliamentary committee reports, policy documents, independent oversight committee reports, agreements between the USA and some countries mentioned in the report (where they are publicly available), statements made by government ministers and officials, media investigations and reports, court case reports and other open source materials.

The report draws on Amnesty International’s 2013 report “Will I be next? US drone strikes in Pakistan”, as well as reports from a number of other non-governmental organizations (NGOs) who monitor and carry out research on the US lethal drone programme and assistance provided by the UK, Germany, the Netherlands and Italy. Amnesty International also spoke to numerous NGOs and experts who monitor and carry out research in this area; they include Drone Wars UK, The European Center for Constitutional and Human Rights, PAX and Rete Disarmo.

Although Amnesty International is aware of States providing assistance to the USA for air strikes and special operations that could be unlawful, this report focuses only on strikes carried out by armed drones under the US lethal drone programme and assistance that is or could be provided to that programme. Similarly, Amnesty International is aware that States other than those mentioned in this report provide assistance to the USA which could be used in its lethal drone programme. This includes those States in the global Five Eyes alliance surveillance arrangement, comprised of the NSA, the UK’s Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ), Canada’s Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSEC), the Australian Signals Directorate (ASD), and New Zealand’s Government Communications Security Bureau (GCSB).

However, this report focuses only on European States that have played a particularly significant role in supporting the US lethal drone programme.

Amnesty International sent summaries of our findings and concerns, and sought information and comment from the governments of the UK, Germany, the Netherlands and Italy. At the time of publication, only the government of the Netherlands had responded (see Annex I).
The use of remotely piloted aircraft or unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), most commonly known as drones, has grown rapidly in recent years. Drones can be operated over vast distances through satellite links and, once launched, can be controlled remotely by pilots thousands of miles away. Drones are also able to remain airborne for far longer than piloted aircraft. For instance, Predator drones and Reaper drones can carry out missions lasting for up to 20 hours, and technological advancements mean that the flight time for drones is increasing. Both States and armed forces see these capabilities, coupled with the lower physical risk to military forces and the perception that drones can increase precision, as presenting important strategic advantages.

Drones were initially developed and deployed for reconnaissance missions, for example, in support of UN forces in the former Yugoslavia, in the Balkans and in Kosovo during the 1990s. Drones were later armed and deployed by the United States (US) military in Afghanistan, as part of the so-called “War on Terror” launched by the administration of President George W. Bush in the aftermath of the 11 September attacks in the United States of America (USA) in 2001. In 2002 the first reports emerged of the use of armed drones for intentional killings targeting al-Qa’ida and Taliban fighters in Afghanistan.

Since then, the USA has developed an extensive lethal drone programme, which it has used to carry out intentional killings in various countries outside the USA including Pakistan, Libya, Yemen, Somalia, Iraq and Syria. The USA significantly expanded its drone operations under President Barack Obama, overseeing more drone strikes during his first year in office than were carried out under the entire Bush administration, and there has been a further dramatic expansion of strikes under President Donald Trump.

While many US drone strikes have taken place as part of actual armed conflicts, the USA has asserted the right to target and deliberately kill individuals, members of particular groups or those believed to have an association with certain groups, wherever they are and often far from any recognised battlefield. Successive US administrations have justified such strikes either as part of a “global war” doctrine, which essentially treats the whole world as a battlefield, or on the basis of a purported right of self-defence to use lethal force across borders against individuals and groups of people who they claim pose a real and imminent threat to the USA.

The USA has acknowledged since 2012 that it conducts drone strikes outside of recognised conflict zones, in countries such as Yemen, Somalia and Pakistan. These strikes have been carried out by both the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the US military’s Joint Special Operations Command (JSOC), both of which operate with little or no public transparency regarding their actions or adherence to US and international law. The US drone programme is supported by a vast global surveillance and intelligence network which allows it to locate and target individuals for further surveillance or drone strikes.

Over the years, experts, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and media have consistently questioned the USA's legal justification for drone strikes and expressed concerns at the number of civilian casualties resulting from these strikes. In 2013, Amnesty International released a groundbreaking report, “Will I be next?: US drone strikes in Pakistan,” for which it reviewed 45 drone strikes that took place in North Waziristan in northwestern Pakistan between January 2012 and August 2013 and conducted detailed field research into nine of these strikes.

The cases documented by Amnesty International included multiple drone strikes on an impoverished village close to the border with Afghanistan in July 2012, which killed 18 labourers, including a 14-year-old boy, as they were about to enjoy an evening meal at the end of a long day of work. They also included a double strike in October 2012, apparently by a Hellfire missile, in which 68-year-old Mamana Bibi was killed as she picked vegetables in the family’s fields while surrounded by some of her grandchildren. They recounted in painful detail to Amnesty International the moment when Mamana Bibi was blasted into pieces before their eyes.

The report provided new evidence showing that, through drone strikes, the USA killed people who were not directly participating in hostilities or posed no imminent threat to life. It therefore concluded that the USA had carried out unlawful drone killings in Pakistan, some of which could amount to war crimes or extrajudicial executions. It also concluded that the USA had, by justifying the targeted killing of individuals or groups suspected of involvement in any kind of terrorism against the USA, adopted a radical re-interpretation of the concept of “imminence” under the purported right of self-defence in violation of international human rights law. Since the report was published, the US administration has neither publicly committed to investigating the cases of potentially unlawful killings that Amnesty International documented, nor provided its own account of what occurred.

The USA’s use of armed drones outside areas of recognized armed conflict has also been marked by a lack of transparency around the legal and policy standards and criteria the USA applies to the use of armed drones. This has both impeded an assessment of the relevant facts surrounding drone strikes, including the applicable legal framework, and prevented accountability and access to justice and effective remedies for victims of unlawful US drone strikes and their families.


THE ROLE OF EUROPEAN STATES IN US DRONE STRIKES

The USA relies heavily on assistance from many States, including European States, for its drone operations abroad. The United Kingdom (UK), Germany, the Netherlands and Italy have played a significant role in supporting the US’s lethal operations, including its drone programme. This assistance takes the form of general intelligence-sharing as part of historical alliances such as the Five Eyes alliance, a global surveillance network which includes the UK, as well as specific intelligence support which has been provided by various states, including the Netherlands, and used to locate and identify targets for US drone strikes. The UK, Germany and Italy also provide operational support for US surveillance and drone operations, such as assisting with communications by hosting critical infrastructure, or by allowing the USA to use bases on their territory.

While President Obama did make some limited reforms to the US drone programme for the protection of civilians, since taking office President Donald Trump has reportedly made changes to US policy on the use of force outside areas of conflict – including through drone strikes – rolling back those already-limited protections.

Combined with the current administration’s reported dramatic expansion in lethal drone operations, there is therefore a real risk of an increase in unlawful killings and civilian casualties and, consequently, a heightened risk that States providing assistance to the US lethal drone programme could be responsible for assisting unlawful drone strikes. In particular, several troubling reports have emerged in the past demonstrating that over-reliance on signals intelligence provided by foreign partners has resulted in flawed targeting and civilian casualties.

In light of this, as well as the above substantial concerns around the US lethal drone programme and reports of unlawful drone strikes, this report outlines the assistance provided to the USA by the UK, Germany, the Netherlands and Italy, both for the US’s drone programme and more generally as part of other intelligence-sharing or operational assistance arrangements, and analyses whether that assistance could be aiding potentially unlawful US drone strikes in violation of international law.

---

14 Ars Technica, The NSA’s SKYNET program may be killing thousands of innocent people, 16 February 2016, www.arstechnica.com/information-technology/2016/02/the-nsas-skynet-program-may-be-killing-thousands-of-innocent-people/
US-based think tank the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) estimated in March 2017 that, during President Obama’s two terms in office, he approved 542 drone strikes and special operations raids in non-battlefield settings (namely, in Pakistan, Yemen, and Somalia) in 2,920 days – one every 5.4 days. As of 2 March 2017, the CFR estimated that President Trump had approved at least 36 drone strikes or special operations raids in his first 45 days in office – one every 1.25 days.15

This chapter looks at the lethal drone programme under the Obama and Trump administrations, before examining the international legal framework applicable to US drone strikes in the following chapter.

2.1 DRONE STRIKES UNDER THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION

The operational expansion of the drone programme under the Obama administration gave rise to concerns regarding unlawful killings and civilian casualties, as well as accountability and transparency around the US drone programme. For example, as mentioned above, Amnesty International’s 2013 report provided new evidence showing that, through drone strikes, the USA had killed people who were not directly participating in hostilities or posed no imminent threat to life, including a 68-year-old woman, Mamana Bibi, and a 14-year-old boy, Saleh Khan. The report therefore revealed that the USA had carried out unlawful drone killings in Pakistan, some of which could amount to war crimes or extrajudicial executions.16

Amnesty International repeatedly called on the Obama administration to disclose who was being targeted with drone strikes and on what basis. Amnesty International also called on the Obama administration to carry out investigations into all credible reports of unlawful drone killings to ensure that victims of unlawful drone strikes, including family members of victims of unlawful killings, have effective access to remedies and, where there was sufficient admissible evidence,

---

15 According to the Council on Foreign Relations these include three drone strikes in Yemen on 20, 21, and 22 January 2017; a Navy SEAL raid in Yemen on 28 January; one reported drone strike in Pakistan on 1 March; more than thirty drone strikes in Yemen on 2 and 3 March; and at least one more on 6 March. Amnesty International recognises this is a short period of time and therefore only provides an indication. At the time of writing this is the most up-to-date information available. See the Council on Foreign Relations, The (Not-So) Peaceful Transition of Power: Trump’s Drone Strikes Outpace Obama, 2 March 2017, www.cfr.org/blog/not-so-peaceful-transition-power-trumps-drone-strikes-outpace-obama

to bring those responsible to justice.\textsuperscript{17} Despite extensive documentation, as well as worldwide media attention, the US government neither confirmed nor denied Amnesty International’s findings, nor explained Mamana Bibi’s or Saleh Khan’s death.

While the Obama administration consistently failed to adequately address these concerns, President Obama did undertake some limited reforms to the US drone programme. This included the Presidential Policy Guidance (PPG), which was issued in May 2013 but not declassified until litigation by the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) forced its disclosure in August 2016.\textsuperscript{18}

This PPG put in place higher standards for strikes, for example requiring “near certainty that non-combatants will not be injured or killed” and stating that lethal force would only be used to prevent or stop attacks against the USA and even then only when “capture is not feasible” and “no other reasonable alternatives exist”. The PPG also clarified that “it is not the case that all military-aged males in the vicinity of a target are deemed to be combatants”.\textsuperscript{19} The PPG included a requirement that targets of a drone strike pose a “continuing, imminent threat” to the USA.\textsuperscript{20} The PPG did nothing, however, to address the significant shortcomings of the wider legal framework under which drone strikes were justified, specifically the “global war” paradigm which treats the entire world as a battlefield.

\textsuperscript{17} For example, see: Amnesty International USA, Amnesty International calls on President Obama: Stop evading accountability for potentially unlawful drone killings, 1 July 2014, \url{www.amnestyusa.org/press-releases/amnesty-international-calls-on-president-obama-stop-evading-accountability-for-potentially-unlawful-drone-kilings/}

\textsuperscript{18} American Civil Liberties Union, U.S. Releases Drone Strike ‘Playbook’ in Response to ACLU Lawsuit, 6 August 2016, \url{www.aclu.org/news/us-releases-drone-strike-playbook-response-aclu-lawsuit}

\textsuperscript{19} Procedures for Approving Direct Action against Terrorist Targets Located Outside the United States and Areas of Active Hostilities, 22 May 2013, \url{https://www.justice.gov/opfoia-library/procedures_for_approving_direct_action_against_terrorist_targets/download}

\textsuperscript{20} Procedures for Approving Direct Action against Terrorist Targets Located Outside the United States and Areas of Active Hostilities, 22 May 2013, \url{https://www.justice.gov/opfoia-library/procedures_for_approving_direct_action_against_terrorist_targets/download}
In July 2016, the Obama administration released aggregate civilian casualty data, claiming that between 64 and 116 “non-combatants” had been killed in counter-terrorism strikes in Pakistan, Yemen, Somalia and Libya between 20 January 2009 and 31 December 2015. While Amnesty International has not compiled overall data on drone killings, this estimate is far lower than the Bureau of Investigative Journalism’s (BIJ) assessment of civilian casualties over the same period (between 380 and 801). It is unclear how the USA counted individuals killed in these strikes (for example, who it treated as combatants or non-combatants), or the basis on which specific individuals were targeted. It is also not clear how the USA investigated civilian casualties after strikes, and whether those investigations included any interviews with witnesses, victims or relatives of deceased victims of these strikes.

Additionally, President Obama issued an Executive Order in July 2016 requiring a series of steps to prevent civilian casualties, to acknowledge them when they occur, and to provide compensation to victims. However, it was left unclear in the Order whether credible cases of potentially unlawful drone strikes documented by Amnesty International as well as Human Rights Watch and other NGOs would be acknowledged or investigated. In the immediate aftermath of the announcement of the Executive Order, Amnesty International wrote jointly with other human rights, civil liberties and faith organizations to the Obama administration, calling for investigations into 10 drone strikes, including strikes documented by Amnesty International, as well as other strikes where there are credible allegations of civilian casualties. Again, the US government neither confirmed nor denied these drone strikes.

2.2 DRONE STRIKES UNDER THE TRUMP ADMINISTRATION, AND A LOOSENING OF PROTECTIONS

In September 2017, Amnesty International raised fresh concerns over the US drone programme following reports that President Trump was planning to roll back the limited restrictions on drone strikes placed by the previous administration. Specifically, unnamed officials speaking to the New York Times suggested that the Trump administration was planning to remove the requirement that drone strikes target only high-level members of enemy armed forces and to permit the targeting of a much larger number of individuals even if they are not clearly identified, including “foot-soldier jihadists with no unique skills or leadership roles” regardless of where they are and what threat, if any, they pose. Media reports in October 2017 cited two unnamed US government officials confirming that President Trump had moved forward and signed-off on these rule changes.

The new, still-secret policy, referred to as the Principles, Standards and Procedures (PSP) reportedly also removes an earlier requirement of high-level interagency vetting before lethal strikes are

---


22 The Bureau of Investigative Journalism, Obama drone casualty numbers a fraction of those recorded by the Bureau, 1 July 2016, www.thebureauinvestigates.com/stories/2016-07-01/obama-drone-casualty-numbers-a-fraction-of-those-recorded-by-the-bureau


24 Joint letter to President Obama on implementation of Executive Order on targeted killing, 6 October 2016, www.hrw.org/news/2016/10/06/joint-letter-president-obama-implementation-executive-order-targeted-killing


approved.\textsuperscript{28} This would give more authority to the CIA and the Pentagon (the headquarters of the US Department of Defense) to carry out drone strikes and other lethal operations outside conventional conflict zones, which in turn could mean fewer safeguards against the CIA killing people without sufficient legal justification.\textsuperscript{29}

In addition, there are worrying reports that the revised policy lowers the Obama-era standard of “near certainty” that a lawful target is present to “reasonable certainty”,\textsuperscript{30} increasing the risk of mistakenly targeting individuals and of higher civilian casualties. It is unclear whether the PSP eliminates an earlier requirement to capture individuals whenever feasible, rather than using lethal force. States are required by international law to have in place and implement such a policy outside situations of armed conflict.\textsuperscript{31} Even in situations of armed conflict, lethal force may, in certain circumstances, be prohibited where capture is possible.\textsuperscript{32} Reports also indicate that the Trump administration is giving the CIA an expanded role in carrying out drone strikes.\textsuperscript{33}

On 30 October 2017, the ACLU filed a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to the Department of Defense (DoD), Department of Justice (DoJ), and the Department of State (State Department) seeking public disclosure of the PSP.\textsuperscript{34} The US government refused to release the PSP, and in response the ACLU filed a complaint for injunctive relief on 21 December 2017 to force their disclosure.\textsuperscript{35} The US government responded on 2 January 2018, neither admitting nor denying the existence of the PSP “as doing so would reveal information exempt from disclosure under FOIA.”\textsuperscript{36}

\begin{itemize}
\item There are worrying reports that the revised policy lowers the Obama-era standard of “near certainty” that a lawful target is present to “reasonable certainty”, increasing the risk of mistakenly targeting individuals and of higher civilian casualties.
\end{itemize}


\textsuperscript{31} See Principles 9 and 10 of the UN Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials and article 3 of the UN Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials and its Commentary. “A State killing is legal only if it is required to protect life (making lethal force proportionate) and there is no other means, such as capture or non-lethal incapacitation, of preventing that threat to life (making lethal force necessary). The proportionality requirement limits the permissible level of force based on the threat posed by the suspect to others. The necessity requirement imposes an obligation to minimize the level of force used, regardless of the amount that would be proportionate, through, for example, the use of warnings, restraint and capture”, UN Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions, Study on targeted killings, Report to the Human Rights Council, A/HRC/14/24/Add.6, para 32.

\textsuperscript{32} As regards the possibility that a requirement to capture rather than kill members of armed groups wherever practically possible may apply, see e.g. the judgment of the High Court of Justice of Israel in The Public Committee against Torture in Israel v. Gov’t of Israel et al., HCJ 769/02 (11 December 2005), at paragraph 40. See also Concluding Observations of the Human Rights Committee on the third periodic report of Israel, UN Doc CCPR/C/ISR/CO/3 (3 September 2010) paragraph 10.


\textsuperscript{34} American Civil Liberties Union, Request Under Freedom of Information Act, 30 October 2017, www.aclu.org/legal-document/ssp-foia-request

\textsuperscript{35} American Civil Liberties Union and American Civil Liberties Union Foundation V. Department of Defense, Department of Justice, and Department of State, Complaint for Injunctive Relief, 1:17-cv-09972, 21 December 2017, www.aclu.org/legal-document/aclu-v-dod-complaint

\textsuperscript{36} American Civil Liberties Union and American Civil Liberties Union Foundation V. Department of Defense, Department of Justice, and Department of State, Answer, 1:17-cv-09972, 2 January 2018, www.aclu.org/legal-document/aclu-v-dod-government-answer-0
In legislation passed last year, the Trump administration was required to report to Congress any changes to the legal or policy framework that governs its use of lethal force by 12 March 2018. This report was required to outline the legal, factual and policy bases for US military force and national security operations. However, the report fails to provide sufficient clarity about the current rules related to targeting in US lethal force operations, including drone operations, particularly whether these have changed under President Trump’s tenure, as the media has reported, and the notable rise in lethal strikes over the past year suggests.

More significantly, the report does not even acknowledge the applicability of international human rights law to US lethal operations, and simply presumes that all US actions are taking place within the context of armed conflict. This perpetuates the dangerous notion, initiated during the Bush administration and continued under the Obama administration, of a global “War on Terror” against any individuals suspected of terrorism, and applies the more permissive targeting rules of international humanitarian law in areas where international human rights law should apply and would prohibit the use of lethal force unless strictly necessary to prevent an imminent threat to human life.

Reports that President Trump has rolled-back the limited restrictions placed by the previous administration on drone strikes therefore increases the risk of the USA carrying out unlawful killings and places civilians at greater risk. As with the Obama administration’s policy, this new policy would be contrary to international law and its implementation would result in violations of the right to life, for the reasons outlined in Chapter 3 below. For the reasons also outlined in Chapter 3, even in situations of armed conflict, targeting individuals according to the new policy may be unlawful, depending on whether those targeted are directly participating in hostilities and whether the strike is carried out as part of an armed conflict to which the USA is a party. Giving more authority to the CIA and the Pentagon to carry out drone strikes and other lethal operations outside conventional conflict zones would also have significant implications on the transparency of the US drone programme, as the CIA’s activities are shrouded in secrecy, which would impede effective public oversight and accountability for unlawful attacks and redress for victims and their families.

FEATURES OF THE US DRONE PROGRAMME: A SYSTEM RELIANT ON SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE DESPITE ITS SHORTCOMINGS

In 2014, a former director of both the CIA and the USA’s National Security Agency (NSA) (a national-level intelligence agency within the Department of Defense), General Michael Hayden, stated at a symposium at John Hopkins University that “we (US government) kill people based on metadata”. More specifically, he affirmed that the US government only kills “foreigners” in this way, not US citizens.

This claim was given credence in papers released by NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden. On 5 June 2013, a British newspaper, The Guardian, published the first in a series of revelations about indiscriminate mass surveillance by the NSA and the UK's Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ). Edward Snowden also provided concrete evidence of global communications surveillance programmes that monitor the internet and phone activity of hundreds of millions of people across the world.

In particular, Snowden released papers to The Intercept in 2015 uncovering SKYNET, an extensive surveillance programme which conducts mass surveillance of mobile phone networks in Pakistan and then uses the metadata (for example, the time a call was made, its location, the duration of the call, the originators and recipients of calls) and a machine learning algorithm to identify and target potential members of al-Qaeda’s Senior Leadership (AQSL) and other individuals suspected of being “terrorists” or people linked to them. The metadata hoovered up by SKYNET is then used to define particular behavioural patterns like a “pattern-of-life”, “social network” and “travel behaviour”. The NSA algorithms in the SKYNET programme use 80 features to score individuals on the likelihood of them being members of AQSL.

Patrick Ball, a renowned data scientist, identified a flaw in the way the NSA trains the algorithm, referring to the method as “scientifically unsound”, as it was liable to identify false positives when applied.

The leaked documents showed how, when the NSA applied their methodology to a full data set of 55 million individuals, only one of the seven “known terrorists” was in the top 100 suspects, and only five were in the top 500. According to the NSA slides, 0.18 percent of the 55 million would be expected to be falsely categorised as “terrorists”. This is an incredibly high margin of error when applied to the data of 55 million people, meaning that 99,000 of them would be wrongly identified. Although it is unclear what additional checks occur after the algorithm flags people, for drone strike targeting to be done on the basis of this algorithm alone would lead to mistaken identification and targeting of a very high number of people.

---
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In October 2015, an anonymous whistleblower released documents to The Intercept from a study by the Pentagon Task Force on Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR), which highlighted the reliance of the US drone programme on signals intelligence (SIGINT) – intelligence received from the monitoring of electronic communications such as mobile phones and computers, often by foreign partners – to discover information about the nature and whereabouts of potential targets, particularly in “reduced access environment[s]”.

The US relies on monitoring electronic communications for identifying and targeting individuals in Yemen and Somalia in particular, due to the limited capacity of JSOC to carry out on-the-ground raids and seize relevant materials in those countries. In more than 50 percent of the cases in the ISR study, targets in Yemen and Somalia were identified on the basis of SIGINT in 2012. This is despite the documents stating that SIGINT is an inferior form of intelligence, with much of the intelligence collected coming from foreign partners.

Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn, who was head of the Defense Intelligence Agency from July 2012 to August 2014, describes how “SIGINT is an easy system to fool and that’s why it has to be validated by other INTs [intelligence] — like HUMINT [intelligence gathered by agents or others]” in order to validate whether the intended target is at the location where a telephone call has been intercepted.

If confirmed, The Intercept’s revelations paint an alarming picture. According to the documents released by the anonymous whistleblower, during one five-month period of Operation Haymaker (a special operations campaign in northeastern Afghanistan) in 2013, almost 90 percent of those whom the US government killed by drone strike were unintended targets. The documents also show that those killed by strikes are considered an “enemy killed in action” even if they were not the intended target, unless evidence emerges after their death to prove otherwise. In light of Amnesty International’s research on the operation of the US drone programme in Pakistan and requests to the US government going unanswered, it is not clear that the US conducts any after-action investigations that might reveal such evidence. This is completely inconsistent with the Obama administration’s policy guidelines, announced in May 2013, stating that drone strikes will only occur with “near certainty” that there will be no civilian casualties and demonstrates that the Obama administration’s policy was ineffective, as it is highly likely that a large number of unintended targets were killed.

These revelations offered further damning evidence that the Obama administration was continuing the Bush-era project of treating the world as a global battlefield while evading public scrutiny and accountability.
As highlighted in the previous chapters, US authorities have consistently failed to provide an adequate legal and factual justification for its drone programme, instead justifying the use of lethal force against individuals in other countries on the basis of either a “global war” doctrine that essentially treats the whole world as a battlefield or a purported right of self-defence against individuals and groups of people who they claim pose a real and imminent threat to the USA. This, and the secrecy under which US drone strikes are carried out, poses a significant challenge in assessing the legality of US drone strikes around the world, as it creates uncertainty about which set of international laws and standards apply. For example, international human rights law applies to the use of drones by the USA at all times. However, when drone strikes are carried out as part of an actual armed conflict international humanitarian law also applies. Uncertainty as to whether there is an armed conflict in some areas where drones operate therefore makes it difficult to make a conclusive assessment of the applicable laws and the legality of US drone strikes.

As Amnesty International has previously stated, by permitting the intentional use of lethal force outside recognised conflict zones and in a manner incompatible with applicable human rights standards, the USA’s policies and practices regarding the use of drones violate the right to life. Furthermore, drone strikes carried out by the USA outside conflict zones against persons who were not posing an imminent threat to life may constitute extrajudicial executions. There have also been drone strikes in armed conflict situations that appear to have unlawfully killed civilians as they were carried out in a manner that failed to take adequate precautions or otherwise violated international humanitarian law.

Against that background, this chapter examines the USA’s obligations under international human rights law and, where applicable, international humanitarian law, with regards to its lethal drone programme.

### 3.1 THE PROHIBITION ON ARBITRARY DEPRIVATION OF LIFE

The International Court of Justice (ICJ) has stated that the obligations under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) apply to a State that exercises its jurisdiction even outside its own territory.54 The United Nations Human Rights Committee, the expert body that monitors the implementation of the ICCPR, has also affirmed that the ICCPR can apply to a State’s actions outside its territory.55 A State Party has an obligation to respect and ensure the rights under Article 6 (right to life) wherever it exercises authority, power or effective control over a person’s enjoyment of its right to life.56 This includes through the extraterritorial use of force (for example, through drone strikes) by government agencies, including military and non-military agencies, against persons located on a territory or in a place outside the State’s authority, power or effective control.57

---


THE USA'S OBLIGATION TO RESPECT THE RIGHT TO LIFE APPLIES TO ITS LETHAL DRONE OPERATIONS

This approach to extraterritorial jurisdiction applies equally to the obligation to respect the right to life under customary law, independent of any treaty adherence: “if the affected right is part of customary international law then, by taking the extraterritorial forcible measure, a state may have violated its international legal obligations.”58 Therefore, the USA’s obligation to respect the right to life under customary law applies to its lethal drone operations.

Whether or not US drone strikes occur in the context of an armed conflict, the USA must abide by Article 6(1) of the ICCPR, an international treaty that it has ratified. Article 6(1) states that “every human being has the inherent right to life. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life.” This right is a peremptory norm of international law and can never be suspended or otherwise derogated from, be it in times of peace or in times of war.59

However, if a killing by drone strike takes place in a conflict zone and is committed as part of an armed conflict, the question of whether this constitutes an arbitrary deprivation of life will be determined by the relevant rules of international humanitarian law. Under those rules, intentionally targeting and killing a civilian who is not directly participating in hostilities would constitute an arbitrary deprivation of life (as further described in section 3.3 below).

3.2 DRONE STRIKES OUTSIDE OF ARMED CONFLICT

In situations outside of armed conflict (where international humanitarian law does not apply), the intentional use of lethal force by the USA is governed by international law enforcement standards under international human rights law, such as the UN Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms (UNBPUFF). In particular, Principle 9 of the UNBPUFF60 reflects binding international law. Under international policing standards, the US authorities must demonstrate, in each strike, that intentional lethal force was only used when strictly unavoidable to protect life, no less harmful means such as capture or non-lethal incapacitation was possible, and the use of force was proportionate in the

59 See article 4(2) of the ICCPR and, inter alia, Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 29 on states of emergency, UN Doc. CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.11, paras 7 and 11; see also Human Rights Committee, General Comment No 31 on the nature of the General Legal Obligation Imposed on States Parties to the Covenant, UN Doc. CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.13, para 11.
60 Basic Principle 9 “Law enforcement officials shall not use firearms against persons except in self-defence or defence of others against the imminent threat of death or serious injury, to prevent the perpetration of a particularly serious crime involving grave threat to life, to arrest a person presenting such a danger and resisting their authority, or to prevent his or her escape, and only when less extreme means are insufficient to achieve these objectives. In any event, intentional lethal use of firearms may only be made when strictly unavoidable in order to protect life.” See Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials Adopted by the Eighth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, Havana, Cuba, 27 August to 7 September 1990, http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/UseOfForceAndFirearms.aspx
prevailing circumstances. Unlawful and deliberate killings carried out by order of government officials or with their complicity or acquiescence amount to extrajudicial executions; they are prohibited at all times and constitute crimes under international law.

Amnesty International believes it is highly unlikely that US drone strikes outside of armed conflict, including in Pakistan, Yemen and Somalia, satisfy the law enforcement standards that govern intentional use of lethal force outside armed conflict. As such, whether or not the individuals or groups targeted are considered enemies of the USA, or have carried out or planned crimes against US nationals or others, their deliberate killing by drones outside an armed conflict would very likely violate the prohibition of arbitrary deprivation of life and may constitute extrajudicial executions. Deliberate killings by drones, taking place outside armed conflict, without first attempting to arrest suspected offenders, without adequate warning, without the suspects offering armed resistance, and in circumstances in which suspects posed no imminent threat to security forces, would be considered extrajudicial executions in violation of international human rights law.

---

61 See Principles 9 and 10 of the UN Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials and article 3 of the UN Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials and its Commentary. “A State killing is legal only if it is required to protect life (making lethal force proportionate) and there is no other means, such as capture or non-lethal incapacitation, of preventing that threat to life (making lethal force necessary). The proportionality requirement limits the permissible level of force based on the threat posed by the suspect to others. The necessity requirement imposes an obligation to minimize the level of force used, regardless of the amount that would be proportionate, through, for example, the use of warnings, restraint and capture”, UN Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions, Study on targeted killings, Report to the Human Rights Council, UN Doc. A/ HRC/14/24/Add.6, para. 32.


63 UN Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions, Study on targeted killings, Report to the Human Rights Council, UN Doc. A/HRC/14/24/Add.6, para. 33.
3.3 DRONE STRIKES AS PART OF AN ARMED CONFLICT

It is possible that some US drone strikes are carried out as part of non-international armed conflicts. According to the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), a non-international armed conflict is a “protracted armed confrontation occurring between governmental armed forces and the forces of one or more armed groups, or between such groups arising on the territory of a State [party to the Geneva Conventions]. The armed confrontation must reach a minimum level of intensity and the parties involved in the conflict must show a minimum of organisation.”64 However, international humanitarian law does not apply to “situations of internal disturbances and tensions, such as riots, isolated and sporadic acts of violence and other acts of a similar nature”.65

It should however be noted that whether US drone strikes are carried out in this context can only be assessed on a case-by-case basis. The USA’s lack of transparency around its drone programme and the legal framework under which it operates makes this very difficult to assess.

If a US drone strike does occur in a specific zone of armed conflict and in connection to that conflict, then both international human rights law and international humanitarian law will apply. For example, if a drone strike targets an individual who is directly participating in a non-international armed conflict in that country and to which the USA is a party, the USA must abide by the non-derogable international human rights law prohibition of the arbitrary deprivation of life (which applies even if that country has declared a state of emergency). However, in such circumstances, respect for this prohibition is normally assessed according to international humanitarian law’s rules governing the conduct of hostilities, in particular the principle of distinction and, flowing from that, the prohibitions on indiscriminate and disproportionate attacks.

Under international humanitarian law, US drone operators must at all times abide by the principle of distinction; namely, distinguish between civilians and combatants.66 All members of the armed forces of a party to the conflict are combatants, except medical and religious personnel. A civilian is any individual who is not a member of the armed forces.67 In armed conflict situations US drone strikes may only be directed against combatants68 and civilians are protected against attack unless and for such time as they take a direct part in hostilities.69 All feasible precautions must be taken in determining whether a person is a civilian and, if so, whether that civilian is directly participating in hostilities.70 In case of doubt, the person must be presumed to be protected against direct attack.71 Making the civilian population or individual civilians not taking direct part in hostilities the object of attack is a war crime.72

If individuals are taking a direct part in hostilities, it is lawful under international humanitarian law for US drones to target them. However, this question must be determined by looking at whether the acts carried out by the relevant individual amount to directly participating in hostilities (and if so, when such participation begins and ends). According to the ICRC, an act constitutes direct participation in hostilities if it meets three cumulative criteria: it must reach a requisite threshold of harm (likely

64 International Committee of the Red Cross, *How is the Term “Armed Conflict” Defined in international humanitarian law?*, Opinion Paper, March 2008, p 5. See also Article 3 Common to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 (Common Article 3) and; Protocol II Additional to the Geneva Conventions and relating to the Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts (hereinafter Protocol II) and authoritative interpretations, particularly by the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY).

65 Article 1(2) of Protocol II, 8 June 1977.


71 *Interpretive Guidance*, Recommendation VIII.

to adversely affect the military operations or capacity of the opposing party); there must be direct causation between the act and the harm; and there must be a belligerent nexus (it must be specifically designed to cause the harm to a party to the conflict). As regards duration of direct participation, the ICRC has argued that “measures preparatory to the execution of a specific act of direct participation in hostilities, as well as the deployment to and the return from the location of its execution, constitute an integral part of that act.”

In addition to distinguishing between civilians and combatants, an attack must “distinguish between civilian objects and military objectives”. Civilian objects are protected against attack, unless and for such time as they are part of military objectives; that is, “objects which by their nature, location, purpose or use make an effective contribution to military action and whose partial or total destruction, capture or neutralisation, in the circumstances ruling at the time, offers a definite military advantage”. Making civilian objects the object of attack is a war crime.

Flowing from the principle of distinction is the prohibition of indiscriminate attacks; that is, attacks that do not distinguish between military objectives and civilians or civilian property. In addition, attacks must not be disproportionate. An attack would be disproportionate if it “may be expected to cause incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian objects, or a combination thereof, which would be excessive in relation to the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated”. Launching an indiscriminate attack resulting in death or injury to civilians, or an attack in the knowledge that it will cause excessive incidental civilian loss, injury or damage, is a war crime.

The protection of the civilian population and civilian objects is further underpinned by the requirement that all parties to a conflict take precautions in attack, and in defence. In the conduct of military operations, then, “constant care must be taken to spare the civilian population, civilians and civilian objects”; “all feasible precautions” must be taken to avoid and minimize incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians and damage to civilian objects. Everything feasible must be done to verify that targets are military objectives, to assess the proportionality of attacks, and to halt attacks if it becomes apparent they are wrongly-directed or disproportionate. Where circumstances permit, parties must give effective advance warning of attacks which may affect the civilian population.

73 ICRC, Interpretive Guidance, Recommendation V.
74 ICRC, Interpretive Guidance, Recommendation VI.
76 ICRC, Customary IHL, Volume I: Rules, Rules 8 and 10.
77 ICRC, Customary IHL, Volume I: Rules, Rule 156.
80 ICRC, Customary IHL, Volume I: Rules, Rule 156.
81 ICRC Customary IHL Study, Rule 15. See also Protocol II, article 13(1).
Forces also must take all feasible precautions in defence to protect civilians and civilian objects under their control against the effects of attacks by the adversary.\(^\text{84}\) In particular, each party must to the extent feasible avoid locating military objectives within or near densely populated areas, and remove civilian persons and objects under its control from the vicinity of military objectives.\(^\text{85}\)

### 3.4 USE OF FORCE IN ANOTHER STATE’S TERRITORY

Separate to the rules governing international humanitarian law and international human rights law, is the international law governing the use of force in another State’s territory, known as extraterritorial force. This would require the State carrying out the attack to: obtain the consent of the State in whose territory the attack is taking place; obtain a specific mandate of the UN Security Council under Chapter VII of the UN Charter; or be acting within the specific requirements of the right to self-defence under article 51 of the UN Charter.\(^\text{86}\) It has also been argued that the USA may be justifying lethal drone strikes in another State’s territory by claiming that there exists a so-called “right to anticipatory self-defence” under international law, according to which there would be a “right to use force against a real and imminent threat when ‘the necessity of that self-defence is instant, overwhelming, and leaving no choice of means, and no moment of deliberation’”.\(^\text{87}\)

Amnesty International does not take a position on the issue of when the use of extraterritorial force is justified or legal. But the issue of whether a State consents to US drone strikes in its territory is relevant to whether it shares responsibility for violations by the USA on its territory and to the relevant legal regimes applicable (including the question of whether there is an international armed conflict). Regardless of whether or not its use of drones is lawful under the law on use of extraterritorial force, the USA would need to adhere to its obligations under international human rights law and, where applicable, international humanitarian law.

As outlined in the previous chapters, the policy of successive US administrations under which individuals can be targeted in the US drone programme suggests the USA believes that it can lawfully target people based merely on their membership of armed groups, rather than on the basis of their conduct or direct participation in hostilities. However, as demonstrated above and on the basis of the ICRC’s guidance on this issue, it is clear that membership of an armed group alone is not a sufficient basis to directly target an individual. Additionally, reports\(^\text{88}\) that the US targets individuals on a ‘kill list’ suggest the US is not doing a case-by-case analysis of whether those persons are taking direct part in hostilities at the time they are targeted.

---

\(^{84}\) ICRC Customary IHL Study, Rule 22.

\(^{85}\) ICRC Customary IHL Study, Rules 23 and 24.

\(^{86}\) For a discussion about the very limited set of circumstances where the right to self-defence against attacks by non-state actors, such as armed groups, can be validly claimed, see UN Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions, Study on targeted killings, Report to the Human Rights Council, UN Doc. A/HRC/14/24/Add.6, paras 40-41.

\(^{87}\) See, inter alia, UN Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions, Study on targeted killings, Report to the Human Rights Council, UN Doc. A/HRC/14/24/Add.6, paras 45 and 86.

In the Obama Administration’s Presidential Policy Guidance (PPG), the term “non-combatant” was defined as “individuals who may not be made the object of attack under the law of armed conflict”. The PPG explained that “the term “non-combatant” did not include an individual who is targetable as part of a belligerent party to an armed conflict, an individual who is taking a direct part in hostilities, or an individual who is targetable in the exercise of national self-defense.” 89 This was already an overly broad definition of combatant which goes beyond international humanitarian law. Even more concerning was the fact the PPG set out the guidance applicable to operations outside areas of active hostilities — that is to operations that should be governed by international policing standards, not international humanitarian law. The PPG is therefore certainly not a sound basis for ensuring respect for the right to life and preventing unlawful killings.

Nevertheless, there are now multiple reports that President Trump has rolled-back the limited restrictions placed by the previous administration on drone strikes and the use of lethal force outside of recognised conflict zones. This includes, amongst other things already discussed in the previous chapter, plans to remove the requirement that drone strikes target only high-level members of enemy armed forces and to permit the targeting of a much larger number of individuals who are not clearly identified, including “foot-soldier jihadists with no unique skills or leadership roles” regardless of where they are and what threat, if any, they pose. 90

---

89 Procedures for Approving Direct Action against Terrorist Targets Located Outside the United States and Areas of Active Hostilities, 22 May 2013, https://www.justice.gov/oip/foia-library/procedures_for_approving_direct_action_against_terrorist_targets/download

Despite the troubling context of the US drone programme, European States, including the UK, Germany, the Netherlands and Italy, have been providing the USA with intelligence which has been used to locate and identify targets for US drone strikes. These States have also provided operational support for US surveillance and drone operations, including assisting with communications by providing live feeds via satellite and allowing the USA to use military bases on their territory.

Although there are no specific regional and international guidelines on the provision of assistance to US lethal operations, States that provide assistance to the USA for its drone programme have certain obligations under international law, including international human rights law and international humanitarian law. This Chapter examines the international legal framework around assistance and how it may apply to drone strikes. Chapters 5 to 8 then outline the assistance being provided by the UK, Germany, the Netherlands and Italy to the US drone programme as well as other US surveillance and intelligence operations that may support that programme, and those States’ potential legal responsibilities under international law.

INTERNATIONAL EFFORTS TO DEVELOP STANDARDS ON THE USE OF ARMED DRONES

In February 2014, the European Parliament called for a European Union (EU) common position on the use of armed drones in order to promote greater transparency and accountability on the part of third countries in the use of armed drones with regard both to the legal basis for their use and to operational responsibility.91 In addition, the Council of Europe’s (CoE) Parliamentary Assembly has recommended that the Committee of Ministers (comprising of foreign ministers representing the Council of Europe’s 47 member states) draft guidelines for member states on “targeted killings, with special reference to those carried out by combat drones” in a manner which reflects their obligations under international humanitarian law and international human rights law, in particular the standards in the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR).92 There are currently no EU or CoE guidelines that govern the provision of assistance by European States to US drone strikes and national guidelines are typically not publicly available or are non-existent.

In the international context, there are efforts underway by States to develop politically-binding international standards on the export and subsequent use of armed drones, arising from a US-led Joint Declaration for the Export and Subsequent Use of Armed or Strike-Enabled Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) in 2016, initiated by the Obama Administration.93 This is now being taken forward by the Trump administration, with the USA and its partners due to convene discussions in summer 2018.

---


93 Published in October 2016 with 53 endorsing states, available at: [https://www.state.gov/t/pm/rls/fs/2017/274817.htm](https://www.state.gov/t/pm/rls/fs/2017/274817.htm)
In addition, building on a 2015 study on armed UAVs prepared by the United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs (UNODA)\(^\text{94}\) with the assistance of the United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research (UNIDIR), a project was initiated by UNIDIR to facilitate a multilateral dialogue on UAVs. The project focused on improving knowledge around and engagement on issues related to UAV transparency, oversight and accountability at the multilateral level, culminating in the publication of a report in December 2017.\(^\text{95}\) The report recommends the establishment of a mandate for work on improving transparency, accountability and oversight of armed UAVs in all their aspects, potentially through process by the UN General Assembly (UNGA), which should be ambitious, inclusive, and comprehensive. This could take form in a UNGA resolution as early as 2018.\(^\text{96}\)

### 4.1 STATE RESPONSIBILITY FOR ASSISTANCE

The rules on state responsibility are rules of customary international law. They are reflected in the International Law Commission’s (ILC) Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts (Articles on State Responsibility).\(^\text{97}\) They have been endorsed by the UN General Assembly in a number of Resolutions, and approved \textit{ad referendum}, that is, without prejudice to the question of their future adoption or other appropriate action.\(^\text{98}\)

Under these rules, a State bears direct responsibility if its organs or agents violate international human rights or humanitarian law, including extraterritorially. According to Article 16 of the Articles on State Responsibility, a State can be considered to be responsible for assisting, or complicit in, a violation of international human rights or humanitarian law:

1. When providing assistance, the assisting State “does so with knowledge of the circumstances of the internationally wrongful act”;
2. The act is such that it would have been wrongful had it been committed by the assisting State itself.\(^\text{99}\)

The rule of responsibility set out in Article 16 contains three main conditions, based on the wording of Article 16 and the ILC’s accompanying Commentary to the Articles on State Responsibility.\(^\text{100}\)

1. That the assisting State, when it provides assistance, has ‘knowledge of the circumstances of the internationally wrongful act’ by the other State;\(^\text{101}\)
2. That the assistance provided by the State must be given with a view to facilitating the commission of that act, and must actually do so.\(^\text{102}\)

---


\(^{99}\) ILC, \textit{Articles on State Responsibility}, Article 16.


\(^{101}\) See Article 16(a); ILC Commentary on Article 16, (4).

\(^{102}\) ILC Commentary on Article 16, (5) and (10).
3 That the contemplated act ‘must be such that it would have been wrongful had it been committed by the assisting State itself’.\(^{103}\)

Under Article 2 of the Articles on State Responsibility, there is an internationally wrongful act “when conduct consisting of an action or omission: (a) is attributable to the State under international law; and (b) constitutes a breach of an international obligation of the State”. This includes conduct of any State organ, whether it exercises legislative, executive, judicial or any other functions, whatever position it holds in the organization of the State, and whatever its character as an organ of the central Government or of a territorial unit of the State.\(^{104}\) A State organ also includes any person or entity which has that status in accordance with the internal law of the State.\(^{105}\)

There has been substantial discussion and commentary on the “knowledge” threshold outlined in Article 16 and its accompanying Commentary.

Amnesty International has argued that the assisting State (State A) may have “knowledge” of an internationally wrongful act by the State receiving assistance (State B), without the need for a court (whether international or domestic) to have determined the wrongfulness of State B’s conduct.\(^{106}\) Furthermore, the ‘knowledge’ threshold does not require for State A itself to have carried out an analysis or determined that State B has acted or will act in a way that is internationally wrongful.\(^{107}\) It is sufficient if State A has “knowledge” – to the degree required – that the bare facts which comprise State B’s wrongful acts will occur in the future.

This also applies to the provision of aid or assistance in dynamic situations and not only to those where aid and assistance relates to a future potential breach by State B. This would include provision of intelligence or operational support by State A in ongoing situations. As Harriet Moynihan of Chatham House’s International Law Programme argues in her paper on the law on aiding and assisting, “Where the situation is dynamic, the responsibility of the assisting state may evolve as the facts, and its level of knowledge, develop.”\(^{108}\) Amnesty International has therefore argued that the degree of knowledge that State A needs to possess is actual knowledge of the relevant circumstances, meaning “near-certainty” or something approaching practical certainty as to the circumstances of the wrongful act would be sufficient.\(^{109}\) The degree of knowledge required also needs to take account of the fact that the assisting State is assessing whether relevant events will occur in the future and therefore there can never be absolute certainty.\(^{110}\)

Moynihan also argues that, while the phrase itself does not appear in Article 16 or ILC Commentary, “wilful blindness” may make State A responsible for assisting an internationally wrongful act, such as a

---

103 See Article 16(b); ILC Commentary on Article 16, [6].
104 ILC, Articles on State Responsibility, Article 4.
105 ILC, Articles on State Responsibility, Article 4.
violation of international human rights or humanitarian law. While Moynihan notes this concept should be applied with caution, she argues that it should be applied where there is readily available “credible evidence of present or future illegality” by State B and State A is “deliberately avoiding knowledge of such evidence.”

It has been argued by at least one eminent legal scholar that there is no requirement under Article 16 for “proof that the aiding State actually desires or intends that the receiving State should use the aid for the commission of an internationally wrongful act” and the “fact that the unlawful conduct is foreseen, or foreseeable, as a sufficiently probable consequence of the assistance must surely suffice.” Nevertheless, to the extent that there is a requirement of intention, the widely held view is that intention does not require State A to intend to assist in the commission of a violation of international human rights or humanitarian law by State B; the intention requirement is satisfied through State A’s knowledge of the circumstances of the internationally wrongful act.

Finally, the assistance provided need not be essential to the performance of an internationally wrongful act; it is sufficient if it contributed significantly to the wrongful act. The ILC Commentary to Article 16 also gives specific examples of when conduct may amount to assistance in an internationally wrongful act. For example in relation to the use of force in another State’s territory (see Section 3.5 above), the Commentary states that “the obligation not to use force may also be breached by an assisting State through permitting the use of its territory by another State to carry out an armed attack against a third State”. The Commentary also states that the “obligation not to provide aid or assistance to facilitate the commission of an internationally wrongful act by another State is not limited to the prohibition on the use of force,” but can include “material aid to a State that uses the aid to commit human rights violations.”

Responsibility under Article 16 for the internationally wrongful act rests primarily with State B. State A is only responsible for the assistance provided to State B to commit the internationally wrongful act. State A’s responsibility therefore arises from the fact that it facilitated the wrongful act. Similarly, the ILC Commentary states that State A “will only be responsible to the extent that its own conduct has caused or contributed to the internationally wrongful act”. This means State B remains primarily responsible for compensating for the internationally wrongful act itself.


116 ILC Commentary on Article 16, paras (1) and (10).

117 ILC Commentary on Article 16, para. (1): “… the assisting State will only be responsible to the extent that its own conduct has caused or contributed to the internationally wrongful act. Thus, in cases where that internationally wrongful act would clearly have occurred in any event, the responsibility of the assisting State will not extend to compensating for the act itself.”
4.2 INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW, THIRD-STATE RESPONSIBILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY

Where provision of assistance for US drone strikes would contribute to human rights violations, the assisting State would be acting contrary to its positive obligation to co-operate towards universal respect for human rights set out in the UN Charter and enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.\(^{118}\) Further, courts and authoritative bodies have found that a State's treaty obligations to respect human rights (including the right to life) entails an obligation not to assist in violations of human rights by others when it knows or should have known of the violations. And the obligation to respect human rights, including the right to life, includes the obligation to investigate allegations of violations, bring perpetrators to justice and provide reparation to victims.

Such treaty obligations include Article 2 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), which requires States Parties to respect and ensure respect for human rights recognized in the ICCPR to all individuals subject to their jurisdiction. As the Human Rights Committee, the body of experts that oversees States’ compliance with the ICCPR, has explained:

“[E]very State Party has a legal interest in the performance by every other State Party of its obligations. This follows from the fact that the ‘rules concerning the basic rights of the human person’ are \textit{erga omnes} obligations and that, as indicated in the fourth preambular paragraph of the Covenant, there is a United Nations Charter obligation to promote universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms.”\(^{119}\)

The Committee has also confirmed that in a number of circumstances a State Party’s obligations can extend beyond their territory, for instance:

“[A] State party may be responsible for extraterritorial violations of the Covenant, if it is a link in the causal chain that would make possible violations in another jurisdiction. Therefore, in certain circumstances a State may be responsible for extra-territorial violations of the ICCPR where it has contributed to a violation in another country. Thus, the risk of an extraterritorial violation must be a necessary and foreseeable consequence and must be judged on the knowledge the State party had at the time.”\(^{120}\)

\(^{118}\) For example, Article 56 of the UN Charter requires Member States “to take joint and separate action in cooperation with the Organization for the achievement of the purposes set forth in Article 55”. These purposes include “universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language or religion.”

\(^{119}\) Human Rights Committee (HRC) General Comment 31, para. 2.

While those observations were made regarding a case alleging refoulement, the logic could apply equally well to providing intelligence or rendering other significant assistance for use by another State in a violation of the right to life under Article 6(1) of the ICCPR.

Article 1 of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR) requires States Parties to secure, to everyone within their jurisdiction, the Convention’s rights and freedoms. The European Court of Human Rights has interpreted Article 1 to include the obligation not to facilitate violations by others, including when those violations occur outside its jurisdiction. This obligation applies even when a State that is not party to the ECHR commits a violation.

For example, in the case of Ilascu and others v. Moldova and Russia, the European Court of Human Rights stated that the question of extraterritorial obligations of a State may arise “on account of acts which have sufficiently proximate repercussions on the rights guaranteed by the Convention, even if those repercussions occur outside its jurisdiction.”

In the case of El-Masri, which concerned a German national who had been subjected to various human rights violations by the US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) within but also outside of the territory of the ‘Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia’ (FYROM), the occurrence of which had been facilitated by the conduct of this member state to the ECHR, the Court ruled that Macedonia violated its obligations under the ECHR — including the prohibition of torture and other ill-treatment — by having “fail[ed] to take reasonable steps to avoid a risk of ill-treatment about which they knew or ought to have known”. Furthermore, the Court held the Macedonian authorities were responsible, under Article 5 of the ECHR (right to liberty), for the conduct of US authorities including for the period where that person was detained overseas: “The Macedonian authorities not only failed to comply with their positive obligation to protect the applicant from being detained in contravention of Article 5 of the Convention, but they actively facilitated his subsequent detention in Afghanistan by handing him over to the CIA, despite the fact that they were aware or ought to have been aware of the risk of that transfer. The Court considers therefore that the responsibility of the respondent State is also engaged in respect of the applicant’s detention between 23 January and 28 May 2004.”

Once again, a similar reasoning could arguably apply to providing intelligence or rendering other significant assistance for use by another State in unlawful killings, thus engaging the responsibility under Article 2 of the ECHR (right to life) of the State’s procuring such assistance.

Finally, States have obligations to investigate allegations of human rights violations promptly, thoroughly and effectively through independent and impartial bodies and a failure to do so can in and of itself constitute a violation. As regards allegations of a violation of the right to life: “Where the duty to investigate applies, it applies to all States that may have contributed to the death or which may have failed to protect the right to life.” States must make reparation to those whose rights have been violated, including by bringing perpetrators to justice.

---

125 HRC General Comment 31, para. 15.
127 HRC General Comment 31, para. 16.
4.3 COMMON ARTICLE 1 OF THE GENEVA CONVENTIONS

In the context of armed conflict, international humanitarian law requires all States to “respect and ensure respect” for international humanitarian law under Common Article 1 of the Geneva Conventions. This includes both a positive obligation and a negative obligation on States providing assistance to another State which is then used to commit a violation of international humanitarian law. The positive obligation includes the prevention of violations where there is a foreseeable risk they will be committed and prevention of further violations where they have already occurred.\(^{128}\) The negative obligation is not to encourage, aid or assist in violations of international humanitarian law by parties to a conflict.\(^{129}\)

4.4 ASSISTANCE FOR DRONE STRIKES

In light of the above, States providing assistance to the US drone programme or US surveillance and intelligence operations that may support that programme may be responsible for assisting in potentially unlawful US drone operations and may be violating their own obligations under international human rights law (such as to respect the right to life) and international humanitarian law.

In particular, on the basis of Article 16 and related analysis, where a State – through its organs or agencies – knowingly assists in drone strikes by the USA that constitute an internationally wrongful act, the assisting State may be responsible for assisting that act.\(^{130}\)

In terms of knowledge, having the requisite knowledge that the USA was going to launch drone strikes that would violate international human rights or humanitarian law would be sufficient to incur responsibility for assisting that unlawful act. In Amnesty International’s view, requisite knowledge could arise because the State knows – with actual or near or practical certainty – of the circumstances of an unlawful drone strike, or was wilfully blind to it despite readily available credible evidence of present or future unlawful strikes. The civilian toll of the US drone programme and the use of lethal drone strikes outside of situations of armed conflict have been widely documented by civil society organizations, the media and academics.

The assisting State does not need to know the motivation or objective of carrying out such strikes for it to be responsible for assisting any unlawful strike. At least one eminent international law expert has argued that the assisting State does not need to desire or intend that assistance to be used in an unlawful drone strike; it is sufficient that it has foreseen that its assistance would be used in an unlawful drone strike.\(^{131}\)

In terms of assistance, as noted above, the assistance provided need not be essential to the performance of an internationally wrongful act; it is sufficient if it contributed significantly to the wrongful act. Assistance in the context of drone strikes could therefore include the provision of territory, such as bases for launching aerial attacks; intelligence, for example to locate targets for attack by armed drone; and other operational support such as vital communications and satellite technology that facilitate attacks.

\(^{128}\) 2016 Commentary to the First Geneva Convention.

\(^{129}\) 2016 Commentary to the First Geneva Convention.


Amnesty International has also argued that responsibility could extend to situations in which State A deliberately assists in unlawful drone strikes carried out by State B, when State B employs a different interpretation of international law.\textsuperscript{132} For example, State A allows State B to deploy armed drones from a military base on State A’s territory. State A employs a definition of the term “combatant” that complies with international humanitarian law but State B employs an overly broad definition and therefore directly targets a drone strike at individuals in another State (State C) whom State B incorrectly classifies as “combatants”, but whom State A would consider civilians. In State A’s view, the attack on State C would therefore constitute a violation of international humanitarian law. If State A has knowledge of State B’s overly broad definition of “combatant”, and provides assistance to the attack in such knowledge, and the attack constitutes an internationally wrongful act, then State A could be responsible for assisting that act.

The United Kingdom (UK) provides assistance to the US drone programme, as well as to other US surveillance and intelligence operations that may support that programme, in the form of intelligence sharing, the embedding of UK personnel in US lethal drone operations and provision of military bases on UK soil which provide crucial communications and intelligence infrastructure.

The UK and the USA have a longstanding relationship of cooperation and intelligence sharing spanning the Second World War, the Cold War and the so-called global “War on Terror”. Shortly after the Second World War, a UK-US Communication Intelligence Agreement was drafted, allowing UK and US agencies to share, by default, raw intelligence and methods and techniques related to the gathering of such intelligence. This agreement was updated in 1955 and is the most recent public version available, and therefore is unlikely to reflect the significant changes in intelligence gathering and sharing since 1955. The UK also shares intelligence with the USA by default as part of the ‘Five Eyes’ alliance, a 70-year-old integrated global surveillance network which also includes Australia, Canada, and New Zealand. The UK’s most recent National Security Strategy and Strategic Defence and Security Review states that the extent of UK-US cooperation is “unparalleled”, including on intelligence, and plays a vital role in guaranteeing the UK’s national security.

The Snowden revelations brought into sharp public focus the proximity of this relationship, exposing the great extent to which intelligence was being gathered and shared.

Documents leaked in 2008 revealed that the NSA and GCHQ had developed intelligence programmes operated from within UK bases, including Royal Air Force (RAF) Menwith Hill, which the documents stated were “a tool that enabled a significant number of capture-kill operations against terrorists”, including in the Middle East. Moreover, reports surfaced showing that US intelligence agencies are able to collect intelligence and operate from within the UK under these intelligence sharing arrangements, to support various types of operations including drone operations. As well as conducting its own armed drone strikes, mainly against the armed group calling itself Islamic State (IS) targets in Iraq and Syria, the UK also provides operational support to the US drone programme, allowing US personnel to use UK bases and embedding UK personnel in US bases and as part of US lethal operations.
5.1 INTELLIGENCE SHARING IN SUPPORT OF THE US DRONE PROGRAMME IN AFGHANISTAN, PAKISTAN AND YEMEN

Questions surrounding the role GCHQ plays in supporting the US drone programme arose even before disclosures made by Edward Snowden revealed the scale of numerous global surveillance programmes run by the NSA and the Five Eyes intelligence alliance, with the cooperation of European governments. In 2010 news reports based on information from official sources revealed that GCHQ was involved in locating suspected al-Qa’ida and Taliban fighters in Pakistan and Afghanistan by intercepting telephone communications and sharing this intelligence with the USA for targeting in its lethal drone operations.137

Noor Khan, whose father was killed in a US drone strike in March 2011 in North Waziristan, Pakistan brought a case138 against the then Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs, William Hague, on his father’s behalf in 2012.139 Malik Daud Khan was one of 40 people killed while he presided over a Jirga (a village council made up of tribal elders) when a missile was fired from what was believed to have been a CIA-operated drone. Khan’s case challenged the legality of assistance provided by GCHQ to the USA for targeting in its drone operations, arguing that provision of locational intelligence to the USA posed a significant risk that GCHQ officials could be implicated in murder and crimes against humanity and/or war crimes under English law.140 The court held that it would be a wrong exercise of its discretion to adjudicate on a case which would necessarily “entail a condemnation of the activities of the United States”.141 Significantly, however, the court found that it was “certainly not clear” that UK personnel complicit in US drone strikes would be immune from prosecution for murder.142 Additionally, in legal advice commissioned by the Chair of the UK All Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) on drones, an interest group comprising politicians from all political parties, it was expressed that anyone who transfers data to facilitate an unlawful drone strike would be an accessory to an unlawful act under English law.143

139  Leigh Day, High Court Challenge to Hague over UK complicity in CIA drone attacks, 12 March 2012, www.leighday.co.uk/News/2012/March-2012/High-Court-Challenge-to-Hague-over-UK-complicity-
140  Khan’s lawyers argued there would not be a need to establish that any US official had committed an offence falling within the jurisdiction of an English court for GCHQ officials to be liable, but rather, the question would be whether any conduct in which a UK national is assisting would be within the jurisdiction of the English court if the individual concerned were a UK national. See R (Noor Khan) v Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs [2014], EWCA Civ 24, para. 47.
141  R (Noor Khan) v Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs [2014], EWCA Civ 24, para. 37.
142  R (Noor Khan) v Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs [2014], EWCA Civ 24, para. 19.
Afghanistan and Pakistan are not the only theatres in which the US carries out drone strikes based on intelligence shared by the UK. The UK's intelligence sharing arrangements with the USA are so extensive that experts, NGOs and the media have highlighted how intelligence shared by the UK could be used in any one of the USA's drone programmes. In 2013 the then UN Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms while countering terrorism, Ben Emmerson, affirmed during a parliamentary event on drones that it was "inevitable" that UK intelligence shared with the USA would be used in US drone strikes. Various reports by NGOs and the media have claimed that UK intelligence has been used by the USA to locate suspected targets for drone strikes in Iraq, Syria, Yemen, as well as in Pakistan and Afghanistan.

In 2015, GCHQ documents provided to The Guardian by Edward Snowden raised yet more questions over the UK's role in US drone strikes in Yemen. These documents showed how a programme codenamed OVERHEAD – a surveillance capability located in UK base RAF Menwith Hill which uses US government satellites to locate and monitor wireless communications, such as mobile phone calls and WiFi traffic – had facilitated a drone strike in Yemen in March 2012 which targeted and killed two men described as members of al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP). According to the Bureau of Investigative Journalism (BIJ), a total of five men were killed by a drone strike in March 2012, four of whom were suspected AQAP members and one of whom was civilian, a 60-year-old man who reportedly was walking on the road near the site of the strike. The BIJ also reported between six and nine civilians injured, including six children between the ages of 10 and 14. The children were playing near the site of the strike and were wounded by shrapnel.

GCHQ declined to comment when asked by The Guardian whether the strike described in the leaked GCHQ documents was the same one documented by the BIJ. In an answer to a parliamentary question in 2014 asking whether the UK conducts assessments of the impact of drone strikes in Yemen, the then UK Defence Minister, Mark Francois, stated in a written answer that "U.A.V. strikes against terrorist targets in Yemen are a matter for the Yemeni and U.S. governments."

146 The Independent, Britain's tactics from Operation Shader in Iraq will be repeated in Syria following Commons vote, 2 December 2015, www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/britains-operation-shader-in-iraq-will-extend-to-syria-with-air-strikes-coming-straight-after-vote-a6757971.html
150 The Guardian, Concern mounts over UK role in Pakistan drone attacks, 12 September 2015, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/sep/12/uk-role-in-pakistan-drone-attacks-concern-mounts
In 2016, an investigation carried out by VICE News revealed how intelligence provided by the UK to the USA was instrumental in the killing in a drone strike on 6 May 2012 of Fahd al-Quso, a senior field commander in AQAP who was involved in the bombing of the USS Cole in 2000 and had issued threats to attack US embassies.\textsuperscript{155} According to both VICE News and the BIJ, the drone strike also killed 19-year old Nasser Salim, a student who had returned home between school terms to help out on the family farm in Wadi Rafad, and who bore no relation to al-Quso.\textsuperscript{156} VICE News revealed how a British Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) agent who had infiltrated AQAP had provided the CIA with al-Quso’s location, allowing an armed drone to target him. The VICE News investigation also uncovered the decade-long involvement of UK forces in finding and fixing targets for the CIA’s drone strikes, carrying out assessments of the effect of strikes, and providing training to Yemeni intelligence agencies for location and identification of targets for the US drone programme.\textsuperscript{157}

5.2 THE ROLE OF UK BASES IN US DRONE STRIKES

One of the ways in which the UK provides assistance to different types of US operations, including the US drone programme is through its military bases, including Royal Air Force (RAF) Croughton, RAF Menwith Hill, RAF Molesworth and RAF Digby. These bases provide crucial operational and logistical support for US drone operations.

RAF CROUGHTON – SUPPORTING US DRONE STRIKES IN YEMEN AND SOMALIA

Several UK bases have direct communication with US bases around the world. This includes RAF Croughton, where the US 422nd Air Base Group – responsible for providing “combat support enabling communications and global strike operations”\textsuperscript{158} – is headquartered. Located in Northamptonshire, RAF Croughton has a direct communications link through a fibre-optic communications system\textsuperscript{159} with


\textsuperscript{156} The Bureau of Investigative Journalism, Yemen: Reported US covert action 2012, www.thebureauinvestigates.com/drone-war/data/yemen-reported-us-covert-action-2012#YEM046

\textsuperscript{157} VICE News, Britain’s Covert War in Yemen A VICE News Investigation, 7 April 2016, www.news.vice.com/article/britains-covert-war-in-yemen-a-vice-news-investigation

\textsuperscript{158} See: www.501csw.usafe.af.mil/units/croughton/

\textsuperscript{159} This was provided by British Telecommunications (BT), in response to which Reprieve submitted two to the National Contact Point (NCP), a UK Government body responsible for overseeing business compliance with human rights guidance. Reprieve claimed the service being provided by BT was playing a key role in the US drone programme by providing communications infrastructure crucial for the programme. However, the NCP rejected Reprieve’s complaints on the basis that the evidence presented did not demonstrate a “specific link” between services provided by BT and the human rights impact of drone strikes in Yemen. See Reprieve, UK Government urged to act on fresh evidence of BT drones link, 28 August 2014, https://reprieve.org.uk/press/2014_08_28_BT_second_drone_complaint/; and Initial Assessment by the UK National Contact Point for the OECD Guidelines For Multinational Enterprises, January 2015, https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/401340/bis-15-86-uk-ncp-initial-assessment-complaint-by-reprieve-against-bt-equipment-provided-to-us-defence-agency.pdf
Camp Lemonnier,\textsuperscript{160} a US military base in Djibouti, which is the primary base of operations for the US Africa Command in the Horn of Africa and from where most drone strikes on Yemen and Somalia are carried out. Approximately a third of all US military communications in Europe pass through RAF Croughton.\textsuperscript{61} This communications link-up allows analysis of full-motion video footage taken by drones and surveillance aircraft to identify potential targets.

The full extent of cooperation and coordination between RAF Croughton and other US military bases and the significance of its role in US drone strikes is unclear. The Ministry of Defence (MoD) has stated that RAF Croughton is made available for use by the United States visiting forces under the terms of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) of 1951. When questioned on whether this agreement has been updated to reflect developments in communications technology since the conclusion of SOFA, the UK Ministry of Defence stated that there “is no requirement for an additional agreement regarding the use of RAF Croughton by the United States visiting forces … The Department has no plans to review this arrangement nor review the activities undertaken by the US at the base”.\textsuperscript{162}

\textbf{RAF CROUGHTON HAS A DIRECT COMMUNICATIONS LINK THROUGH A FIBRE-OPTIC COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH CAMP LEMONNIER, A US MILITARY BASE IN DJIBOUTI, WHICH IS THE PRIMARY BASE OF OPERATIONS FOR THE US AFRICA COMMAND IN THE HORN OF AFRICA AND FROM WHERE MOST DRONE STRIKES ON YEMEN AND SOMALIA ARE CARRIED OUT}

\textbf{RAF MENWITH HILL}

RAF Menwith Hill is a base located in Yorkshire, which is owned by the Ministry of Defence and “made available” to the US Department of Defense (DoD).\textsuperscript{163} The official RAF Menwith Hill website refers to the close defence and security cooperation between the US and the UK and describes how this relationship “was significantly strengthened in WWII and further demonstrated in the Desert Storm conflict, operations in the Balkans, Op Telic/Iraqi Freedom and in the ongoing campaign against international terrorism”.\textsuperscript{164} It goes on to say that it would be “inappropriate to go into any detail about operations carried out at RAF Menwith Hill in support of national security” but that work is carried out by teams of UK and US personnel. It also affirms that tasks carried out at the base are in accordance with the law, including the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR) and the Human Rights Act 1998.\textsuperscript{165}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{160} In the form of a high-speed fibre optic line between RAF Croughton and Camp Lemonnier. See: The Independent, \textit{Washington spends £200m creating intelligence hub in Britain}, 17 May 2014, \url{http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/washington-spends-200m-creating-intelligence-hub-in-britain-9391406.html}
  \item \textsuperscript{161} RAF Croughton was also implicated in surveillance of German Chancellor Angela Merkel’s telephone calls, from which material gathered from the US embassy in Berlin would have been relayed back to the joint CIA/NSA Special Collection Service headquarters in College Park, Maryland, USA, via RAF Croughton. See: The Guardian, \textit{US personnel ‘targeting killer drones from Britain’}, 30 October 2016, \url{www.theguardian.com/world/2016/oct/29/drones-us-kill-chain-raf-britain} and, The Balance, \textit{RAF Croughton in England}, 5 February 2018, \url{https://www.thebalance.com/raf-croughton-installation-overview-3344148}
  \item \textsuperscript{162} UK Parliament, Defence Reform Bill, Committee (2nd Day), 5 February 2014, \url{www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/lvid201314/ldhansrd/text/140205-05gc0001.htm}
  \item \textsuperscript{163} See: \url{www.raf.mod.uk/organisation/rafmenwithhill.cfm}
  \item \textsuperscript{164} See: \url{www.raf.mod.uk/organisation/rafmenwithhilluscoopereation.cfm}
  \item \textsuperscript{165} See: \url{www.raf.mod.uk/organisation/rafmenwithhillaccountability.cfm}
\end{itemize}
An investigation by The Intercept in September 2016 revealed that RAF Menwith Hill plays a critical role in the targeting of individuals in US “capture-kill operations” across the Middle East and North Africa, through the use of surveillance technology that is able to collect data from more than 300 million emails and phone calls per day. In remote parts of the world internet connections and phone calls are more commonly routed over satellites as there are no fibre-optic cable links, which explains why Menwith Hill became strategically crucial in US counterterrorism operations, including the drone programme, following the attacks of 11 September 2001 (9/11).

Top-secret documents released by Edward Snowden describe how the NSA had developed surveillance programmes at RAF Menwith Hill in order to target individuals accessing the internet around the world. These documents uncovered two main spying capabilities based at RAF Menwith Hill: FORNSAT, which uses powerful antennae located in golf ball-like domes to intercept communications that flow between foreign satellites; and OVERHEAD, which locates and monitors wireless communications such as mobile phone and WiFi traffic via US government satellites orbiting above targeted countries. This information is signals intelligence (SIGINT) of the type used to support drone strikes.

Surveillance programmes codenamed GHOSTHUNTER and GHOSTWOLF were also developed to support US and UK military operations in Afghanistan and Iraq, as well as covert operations outside traditional battlefields in countries including Yemen and Somalia.

A 2010 document leaked by Edward Snowden shows how the NSA developed a new technique at RAF Menwith Hill to allow more effective targeting of suspected al-Qaeda fighters in Yemeni cafes, primarily based on metadata. This technique was connected to GHOSTWOLF, a broader classified programme which aimed to “capture or eliminate key nodes in terrorist networks” through primarily focusing on “providing actionable geolocation intelligence derived from [surveillance] to customers and their operational components.” The document states that analysts at RAF Menwith Hill “envisioned a new way to geolocate targets [for capture or kill] who are active at internet cafes in Yemen”, effectively confirming the base was and continues to be used to support US lethal operations in Yemen, and providing evidence that implicates the UK in these operations.
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Another leaked Snowden document uncovered how the GHOSTHUNTER surveillance programme led to the detention by the US Marine Corps of Abu Sayf, an alleged “facilitator for the insurgency in Iraq” suspected of ties to al-Qaeda.\(^{174}\) The document demonstrates that his detention was made possible by locational information provided through Menwith Hill that was based on tip-offs from NSA Georgia at Fort Gordon, one of the NSA’s Regional Security Operations Centers. His internet activities in an internet café in Iraq were monitored, through which the GHOSTHUNTER programme was able to locate him. This indicates the central role Menwith Hill plays in US counterterrorism operations.

In addition, the documents leaked by Edward Snowden showed that UK officials from the Ministry of Defence were aware of the operations being carried out and that the UK was not merely supporting these operations through intelligence sharing and analysis but also appeared to be carrying them out jointly with the USA. For instance, the leaked document describing the new technique developed to geolocate targets in Yemeni cafes boasts “In the short time that results from this technique have been available, many targets have been located to these cafes, including targets tasked by several target officers at NSA and GCHQ.”\(^{175}\)

Additionally, Ministry of Defence information suggests that UK personnel may work closely with their US counterparts in RAF Menwith Hill. In response to a parliamentary question regarding the number of personnel stationed at RAF Menwith Hill, the Ministry of Defence provided the following numbers, stating they were current as of 8 November 2017:\(^{176}\)

| US Military | 33 |
| US Contractors | 344 |
| US Civilians | 250 |
| UK Military | 7 (5 Royal Navy; 2 Royal Air Force) |
| UK Contractors | 85 |
| UK Civilians | 486 |

The Ministry of Defence stated that GCHQ employees were included in the overall figure for UK civilians but that “it is Government practice not to disclose the number of personnel working in intelligence at specific locations.”\(^{177}\)

Additionally, the Ministry of Defence stated to The Intercept that “For operational security reasons and as a matter of policy, neither the MoD nor the DoD publicly discuss specifics concerning military operations or classified communications regardless of unit, platform or asset.”\(^{178}\) Questions therefore remain over whether UK personnel at Menwith Hill have played a role in lethal drone operations led by their US counterparts.
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RAF MOLESWORTH

RAF Molesworth in Cambridgeshire houses the US European Command's Joint Analysis Centre (JAC), which carries out military intelligence analysis. In October 2016 news reports revealed that US personnel serving in RAF Molesworth were assisting in the identification of targets for US drone strikes.179 This was following the discovery of several job advertisements at RAF Molesworth for “full motion video analysts” to study footage taken by drones and other surveillance aircraft in order to identify potential targets.180 Another job advertisement was for an “all source analyst” to support US operations in Africa, responsible for performing “a variety of advanced targeting operations ... in support of employment of GPS guided weapons, weaponising and collateral estimation, as well as utilizing the tools required for advanced targeting.”181

This has led to concerns by civil society and media over the possibility that the US is using bases on UK soil to support its lethal drone programme.182 In January 2015 the US Department of Defense communicated its decision to withdraw from RAF Molesworth, with the activities undertaken there to be consolidated at RAF Croughton.183 The base closure is expected to take place between 2018 and 2020.

RAF DIGBY

In September 2017, media reports revealed the role of another UK military base in acquiring intelligence via the UK’s surveillance drones and sharing it with the USA.184 Located in Lincolnshire in the East Midlands, RAF Digby is, according to its website, host to the Joint Service Signals Organization (JSSO) and the Joint Service Signal Unit (JSSU) which conduct and support “research into new communications systems and techniques in order to provide operational support to static and deployed MoD units”.185 But documents released by Edward Snowden indicate that it is also a signals interception base, host to US civilian personnel from the NSA working closely with UK personnel “to produce critical intelligence on an amazing variety of targets, all tasked by GCHQ”.186 This “critical intelligence” includes analysis of geolocation data gathered from mobile phone signals via surveillance equipment attached to drones – known as the AIRHANDLER platform.187

According to an NSA civilian based at RAF Digby, “DIRNSA’s [Director of the National Security Agency] vision of increasing collaboration with Second Party partners is a reality on the Digby ops floor every day, with collectors, linguists, and analysts working as a virtual team with their counterparts at GRSOC [Gordon Regional Security Operations Center], MRSOC [Medina Regional Security Operations Center], and the new Alaska Mission Operations Center.”188 The GRSOC, at Fort Gordon in Georgia, USA, is the NSA’s primary listening post for monitoring activity in the Middle East, North Africa and South Asia, and was an integral source of intelligence during the invasion of Afghanistan in 2001.189
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Though its exact role in the US drone programme is unclear, what is clear is that RAF Digby conducts surveillance and geolocational tracking in a number of countries where the US conducts drone strikes, including Iraq and Syria.

5.3 EMBEDDING OF UK PERSONNEL IN US OPERATIONS

In addition to UK bases supporting US drones operations, UK personnel have been embedded within US units and form part of US operations. For example, a 2015 parliamentary research briefing showed that UK personnel flew US drones (Predators) during Operation Ellamy, the codename for the UK’s participation in the military intervention in Libya in 2011. UK personnel embedded with the US Air Force have also operated US armed and unarmed drones in Afghanistan and Iraq.

In July 2015, a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the UK and US Governments, obtained under Freedom of Information by Reprieve, showed that British RAF pilots had been assigned to the command of the US Air Force’s 432d wing, which operates drones out of Creech Air Force Base in Nevada for operations in Afghanistan and Pakistan. The role of these pilots is unclear but it does raise concerns that UK pilots under US command may have been ordered to carry out drone strikes, some of which could be contrary international law and UK policy and could therefore implicate them in these violations.

As mentioned above, in 2016, a major VICE News investigation uncovered how a team of surveillance operatives from the British Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) in Yemen were mentoring the Yemeni intelligence services to help them find and track targets as part of the US drone programme.

According to the investigation, the SIS had also assisted in identifying and locating targets for US drone strikes from 2010 onwards, using double agents, surveillance, and electronic tagging. In response to this investigation, a MoD spokesperson stated that "The MoD does not comment on special forces operations, or intelligence matters."

5.4 SECRECY OF UK ASSISTANCE TO US LETHAL OPERATIONS

Shortly after the Second World War, a UK-US Communication Intelligence Agreement was drafted, allowing UK and US agencies to share, by default, raw intelligence and methods and techniques related to the gathering of such intelligence. This agreement was updated in 1955 and is the most recent public version available. There is no publicly available information regarding the UK’s specific policy around the sharing of intelligence and the provision of other assistance in support of US drone strikes any safeguards put in place to ensure the UK is not providing assistance for unlawful US drone strikes. However, such guidance appears to exist according to Admiral Lord West, a former counter-terrorism minister who was also head of the Royal Navy, who has called for the UK government to publish the guidance, stating it leaves UK personnel on "hazy ground."
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There also appears to be no policies or oversight mechanisms to prevent UK intelligence from being shared for use in US lethal operations, including drone strikes, or with other States. An NSA memo dated April 2013, and which sets out talking points for a meeting between the former Head of GCHQ, Sir Iain Lobban, and General Keith Alexander, then Director of the NSA, cautions that GCHQ’s “activities and operations are being subject to increased scrutiny and oversight from their government (and public).” The memo goes on to say that Lobban may raise questions around “what safeguards NSA may be putting in place to prevent UK data from being provided to others, the Israelis for instance, who might use that intelligence to conduct lethal operations.”

**MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT AND PARLIAMENTARY BODIES DEMAND ANSWERS**

“If we know we’re handing intelligence over which will be used in a killing then we ought to be confident that it meets our own rules and guidelines. If there are deaths of civilians there’s a moral and legal problem.”

David Davis MP, April 2016

Concerns over the UK’s role in potentially unlawful US drone strikes have also consistently been raised in the British Parliament and by parliamentary bodies, but the government has repeatedly refused to provide sufficient information or otherwise increase transparency over the UK’s role in the USA’s lethal drone programme.

In October 2012, Rehman Chishti MP asked the Government whether it has shared intelligence on locations with the USA leading to drone strikes in Pakistan, and if so, under what legal basis such information was shared. Then-Secretary of State for Defence Philip Hammond MP refused to respond fully, stating:

“We do not discuss in this Chamber matters relating to intelligence … The United States operates in Afghanistan under a different basis of law from the one under which we operate. I can assure my hon. Friend and the House that everything we do complies with the law under which we operate.”

A month later, Rehman Chishti MP again sought clarification as to whether the UK’s intelligence sharing with the USA had assisted US drone strikes in Pakistan during a Westminster Hall debate on 6 November 2012, asking “under what legal basis do the Government believe the United States to operate, and why is that so different from international law?” He further sought answers on whether
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the UK has shared locational intelligence with the US which has led to drone strikes in Pakistan, and asked the government to clarify its policy on the circumstances in which intelligence may be lawfully transferred.201

Again, the UK Government failed to adequately respond to these concerns or to comment on the legality of US drone strikes to which UK intelligence-sharing may have contributed. On the issues, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Defence Philip Dunne MP simply stated:

“I am not going to comment on the operations of our allies and—this is long-standing Government policy—for reasons of operational security, the Ministry of Defence does not comment on its intelligence-sharing arrangements with coalition partners. Countries can, of course, make their own interpretation of what they are permitted to do under international law, and it is a matter for the US Administration . . . to assure themselves that the actions they undertake are lawful.”202

Similar questions from Rehman Chishti have been repeatedly rebuffed with the “no comment” policy by MoD and Foreign and Commonwealth Office Ministers during debates and oral questions in the House of Commons.

In 2013, former head of GCHQ, David Omand, submitted evidence to the Home Affairs Select Committee’s counter-terrorism inquiry, in which he raised concerns about the “ethically ambiguous position of the British public that has benefitted in that respect from the US armed UAV programme that has removed several leading terrorists who had been associated with plans to attack the UK and UK interests, measures that would not legally be permitted to the UK under the overseas part of the Pursue strategy”,203 the UK’s own counter-terrorism strategy.

This evidence was cited by then-chair of the APPG on drones, Tom Watson MP in a subsequent (October 2013) Westminster Hall debate on intelligence and security services:

“The British public would surely be alarmed to hear that data collected in the UK might end up being used to implement the US targeted killing programme described as a “war crime” by Amnesty International.”204

This specific point did not receive a response from the government.

In November 2014, a joint letter led by David Omand, MPs David Davis and Tom Watson, and Baroness Vivien Stern also urged the government to publish its policy on sharing intelligence that could be used for the US drone programme, stating that this would “reassure an anxious public that the UK
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The UK government will protect personnel from inadvertent collusion in counter-terrorism operations contrary to our understanding of the law.205 Again, the UK government refused to disclose the policy.

In December 2015, Mark Field MP also raised questions about the legal position of UK support for US drone strikes. He highlighted that knowledge by the UK’s security services that intelligence shared with their US counterparts is used to launch drone strikes “without, for example, any clear imminent threat to national security, potentially places the UK military, and our own workers, in a legal quagmire.”206

Responding for the Government, Minister for the Armed Forces, Penny Mordaunt, stated that the UK’s doctrine and rules of engagement are in line with international law, including international humanitarian law. She did not, however, respond on the application of this doctrine with regards to intelligence sharing with other States.207

In response to the 2016 VICE News investigation, which uncovered extensive collaboration between the SIS and the CIA in the USA’s targeted killing programme in Yemen, David Davis MP, then-chair of the APPG on drones, expressed concern about the secrecy surrounding the UK’s involvement by emphasising:

"If we know we’re handing intelligence over which will be used in a killing then we ought to be confident that it meets our own rules and guidelines. If there are deaths of civilians there’s a moral and legal problem."208

In a written question in October 2017, Lucy Powell MP asked the UK Attorney General Jeremy Wright about the UK’s compliance with Article 16 of the International Law Commission’s Articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally Unlawful Acts, with specific reference to the sharing of intelligence to identify targets with our coalition partners.209 Mr Wright responded that the government is “committed to upholding international law and when cooperating with other States the Government will always seek to ensure that its actions remain lawful at all times”, though he again expressed that “the Government does not comment on specific matters concerning the sharing of intelligence.”210

The Joint Committee on Human Rights (JCHR) has also raised strong concerns about the UK’s involvement in the US targeted killings programme, noting that then-Prime Minister David Cameron had in 2015 stated that the UK’s intelligence agencies work “hand in glove” with the USA.211 In May 2016, the JCHR released its report into the use of armed drones for targeted killing.212 One of the main issues it urged the government to clarify was the legal basis on which the UK takes part in or contributes to the use of lethal force outside armed conflict by the USA or any other country. The government responded
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to the Committee’s report in October 2016 but failed to clarify several important issues, including the question of how it ensures that UK support to other states using lethal drone strikes does not contravene international human rights law or does not risk UK personnel being liable to future criminal prosecution.

The APPG on drones has held several inquiries to examine the use of armed drones, particularly looking at how the UK works with partners and has requested written evidence from experts on the issue.

**UK GOVERNMENT’S REFUSAL TO RELEASE INTELLIGENCE-SHARING GUIDELINES**

The UK government has consistently refused to make public any guidelines around how it shares intelligence and provides other assistance to the lethal operations, including armed drone operations, of other States. It is therefore unclear what safeguards – if any – are in place to ensure that provision of assistance does not violate domestic or international law. The UK has, however, published information on other forms of intelligence cooperation, and thus could do so in the context of lethal operations.

In 2013 Amnesty International, along with nine other human rights and civil liberties organizations, sought to challenge the legality of UK-US intelligence sharing before the Investigatory Powers Tribunal (IPT), an independent public body exercising judicial functions which investigates complaints about the alleged use of surveillance by public bodies. The government alluded to secret internal guidelines governing intelligence sharing during the hearing but has consistently refused to make them publicly accessible or subject to parliamentary scrutiny. The government presented this secret guidance to the IPT in a closed hearing, following which it disclosed a “note” containing no heading and just a few paragraphs of text, which appear to summarise some of the arrangements. However, the content and status of the note is unclear (for example, whether all the guidelines were disclosed and whether the guidelines are binding or still valid). More importantly, the note only governs UK “receipt” of intelligence gathered by the USA, but not when and how the UK shares information in the opposite direction.

The Investigatory Powers Act 2016 which overhauled the existing, piecemeal domestic legislation on surveillance, also fails to provide safeguards or an oversight mechanism regarding intelligence sharing for use in lethal drone operations.

However, the UK has previously published guidance on other forms of cooperation on intelligence. The UK’s Consolidated Guidance to Intelligence Officers and Service Personnel on the Detention and Interviewing of Detainees Overseas, and on the Passing and Receipt of Intelligence Relating to
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5.5 UK ASSISTANCE IN UNLAWFUL US DRONE STRIKES

Under Article 16 of the Articles on State Responsibility, if the UK – through its organs or agencies – knowingly assists in drone strikes by the USA that constitute an internationally wrongful act, the UK may be responsible for assisting that act. In Amnesty International’s view, requisite knowledge for these purposes could arise because the UK knows – with actual or near or practical certainty – of the circumstances of an unlawful drone strike, or was wilfully blind to it despite readily available, credible evidence of present or future unlawful US drone strikes. The assistance provided need not be essential to the performance of an internationally wrongful act; it is sufficient if it contributed significantly to the wrongful act. Furthermore, Amnesty International takes the view that it is not necessary for the UK to desire or intend the assistance it provides to be used in an unlawful drone strike; it is sufficient that the UK has foreseen that its assistance would be used in an unlawful drone strike.

Additionally, as a party to both the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, the UK may violate its own obligations under international human rights law if it assists in violations of human rights by others – such as a violation of the right to life – when it knows or should have known of the violations (including when those violations occur outside its jurisdiction or territory). As a party to the Geneva Conventions, the UK should also not encourage, aid or assist in violations of international humanitarian law by parties to an armed conflict as part of its obligation under Common Article 1.

The UK provides assistance to the US drone programme, as well as other US surveillance and intelligence operations that may support that programme, in the form of intelligence sharing, the embedding of UK personnel in US lethal drone operations and the provision of bases which provide crucial communications and intelligence infrastructure. This assistance is absolutely crucial to the US lethal drones programme, providing support for various US surveillance programmes, vital intelligence exchanges and in some cases direct involvement from UK personnel in identifying and tracking targets for US lethal operations, including drone strikes that may have been unlawful. Reports also suggest that UK personnel have been embedded within the US Air Force.

Issues concerning the US drone programme have been extensively documented for more than a decade by credible organizations like Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch, the Bureau of Investigative Journalism, UN Special Rapporteurs and Reprieve amongst others – from general concerns over the legal framework under which the programme operates to specific examples of unlawful drone killings in Pakistan and elsewhere, some of which could amount to war crimes or extrajudicial executions.

Amnesty International is therefore of the view that the UK is providing significant assistance to the USA in the knowledge that this could assist potentially unlawful drone strikes. It is not clear what safeguards the UK has in place to ensure that any assistance it provides is not used potentially unlawful drone strikes. The UK has in fact refused to publicly disclose guidance it provides to UK personnel involved in US drone strikes. The UK government has stated that the USA can make its own interpretation of what it is permitted to do under international law, and that it is a matter for the US administration to ensure...
its actions are lawful. The UK’s approach therefore seems to be one which grants a wide margin of discretion to the US government, despite the extremely problematic nature of the US drone programme and the legal basis (or lack thereof) under which it is conducted.

The UK is therefore at risk of being responsible under international law for assisting in unlawful drone strikes by the USA and at risk of violating its own obligations under international human rights law and international humanitarian law. The UK’s Joint Committee on Human Rights also highlighted the issue of liability under national law in its 2016 report:

“The possibility of criminal prosecution for complicity in murder also arises for all those UK personnel who have a role in assisting or facilitating the use of lethal force by coalition allies, such as the US, which has a much wider approach to the use of lethal force outside of armed conflict. Such assistance might take the form of logistical support (for example, permitting US jets to use UK airbases), or the provision of intelligence about targets gathered by UK surveillance and reconnaissance.”

In particular, allowing the USA to use various RAF bases in support of lethal drone strikes around the world may amount to a breach of the obligation under international law not to use force in another State’s territory (see Section 3.5 above). As outlined in the International Law Commission’s Commentary to Article 16 of the Articles on State Responsibility, “the obligation not to use force may also be breached by an assisting State through permitting the use of its territory by another State to carry out an armed attack against a third State.”

Furthermore, Amnesty International takes the view that the UK can be responsible for assisting an unlawful drone strike under Article 16 even if a court (whether international or domestic) has not determined the wrongfulness of the USA’s conduct and even if the UK itself has not carried out an analysis or determined that the USA has acted or will act in a way that is internationally wrongful. It is sufficient that the UK had the requisite knowledge (i.e., either with actual or near or practical certainty or due to wilful blindness) that the bare facts which comprise the unlawful strikes will occur in the future.

The failure of the US authorities to provide an adequate legal and factual justification for drone strikes, and the secrecy around the US drone programme and the UK’s role in it, means that Amnesty International is unable to definitively conclude that the UK is responsible for assisting unlawful US drone strikes or violating its own obligations under international human rights or humanitarian law.

Set against this – and in the context of a dramatically expanding US drone programme under the Trump administration under which the already inadequate rules and procedures governing the use of lethal force outside of recognised conflict zones are being loosened, increasing the likelihood of unlawful killings, including extrajudicial executions, and an increase in civilian casualties – it is more important than ever for the UK government to urgently provide public clarification on the safeguards it has in place to ensure the UK is not aiding and assisting in potentially unlawful US drone strikes.

Germany provides critical assistance to the US drone programme, as well as to other US surveillance and intelligence operations that may support that programme, through provision of crucial communications and intelligence infrastructure, as well as Ramstein air base, which allows information to be transmitted between drone operators in the USA and armed drones carrying out lethal strikes across the globe. In some cases, this assistance has been provided in relation to US drone strikes that may be unlawful, including strikes targeting German nationals.

6.1 GERMANY AT THE HEART OF US DRONE OPERATIONS: RAMSTEIN AIR BASE

The USA has a long history of intelligence partnership with Germany and conducting intelligence operations from German territory in the post-World War II period. During the Cold War, the Federal Republic of Germany cooperated on intelligence activities against the German Democratic Republic and the Soviet Union. Counter-terrorism intelligence cooperation between Germany and the USA extends back to the 1960s through to the post-9/11 period and the global “War on Terror”.

This relationship of close cooperation has continued to the present day, with Ramstein air base – a US Air Force (USAF) base located in southwest Germany and one of the USA’s largest overseas military bases – playing a critical role in the US drone programme. Germany has played a crucial part in the US drone programme since 2000, when the CIA’s search for al-Qa’ida’s Osama bin Laden relied on US operatives controlling unarmed surveillance drones relaying video footage via satellite from Afghanistan to Ramstein air base. According to a media investigation, initial plans were made to assassinate bin Laden using a drone-launched missile, targeted and operated from Germany. This plan met a legal obstacle when US Department of Defense lawyers warned that launching such an attack from German soil without the express permission of the German government would breach existing agreements, and so an alternative was sought.

Ramstein underwent an expansion in 2015. In December 2016, a representative from the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MoFA) reported in a parliamentary hearing that the US Embassy in Germany had provided detailed information about the substantial role that Ramstein played in the use of drones by the USA in a meeting with the MoFA in August 2016. A joint investigation by The Intercept and German newspaper Der Spiegel also exposed the ongoing role of Ramstein in the USA’s drone operations, despite it not being possible to directly control strikes from the base.
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According to classified slides provided by US intelligence sources as part of that investigation, Ramstein sits at the heart of a complex network of facilities across the USA and the globe, through which “most paths within America’s drone maze run.”

The distance and curvature of the earth between the USA and fields of operation in places like Yemen, Pakistan and Afghanistan is too great for direct communication between pilots and drones. Adding additional satellite relays between Germany and the USA would cause excessive delays to video feeds and communication, therefore affecting the precision and swiftness of monitoring and targeting.

Therefore, instead of US operators sitting in Ramstein and firing drone missiles from German territory, an underwater fibre-optic cable was installed across the Atlantic, connecting the USA to Ramstein. This allows drone operators stationed in facilities in the USA to send and receive “lightning fast communications” from their drones in the Middle East via Ramstein. Providing testimony before a German Parliamentary Committee established to investigate NSA activities in Germany, Brandon Bryant, a former US drone operator and now whistleblower, described in detail how Ramstein was used by US drone operators based in the USA. In his testimony he states that “All data - every single piece of data and information - that was transferred between aircraft and air crew was done through Ramstein Air Force Base.”

A geolocation system named GILGAMESH and run by the NSA is understood to be key to these operations. In a 2014 investigation The Intercept, uncovered how the GILGAMESH platform effectively turns a device attached to the bottom of a drone (a ‘virtual base-tower transceiver’) into a fake mobile phone receiver, which forces a target’s mobile phone signal to connect, without their knowledge, to the

---

THE GILGAMESH PLATFORM
EFFECTIVELY TURNS A DEVICE ATTACHED TO THE BOTTOM OF A DRONE INTO A
FAKE MOBILE PHONE RECEIVER, WHICH FORCES A TARGET’S MOBILE PHONE SIGNAL TO CONNECT, WITHOUT THEIR KNOWLEDGE, TO THE DEVICE

device. This allows the target’s precise location to be pinpointed and this information to be fed via a satellite to Ramstein base and on to ground control facilities across the USA via fibre optic cables, including Creech Air Force base in Nevada, from where drone operations in Afghanistan and Pakistan are controlled. According to The Intercept’s ‘Secret Surveillance Catalogue’, GILGAMESH also seems to be linked to the AIRHANDLER platform in RAF Digby, in that it requires AIRHANDLER to operate.

Ramstein is therefore host to a communications system which enables information to be transmitted between drone operators in the US and armed drones carrying out lethal and potentially unlawful strikes across the globe. It is considered by the USA to perform an integral function in their military and CIA operations. According to a 2010 US budget request, this is a function without which drone “strikes cannot be supported”. According to The Intercept, the “German government has granted the U.S. the right to use the property, but only under the condition that the Americans do nothing there that violates German law.”

6.2 INTELLIGENCE GATHERING AND SHARING

“Some would strongly suggest that there are major questions and issues about the complicity or the implications involved in assassination programs of people in other countries facilitated by this partnership [between the USA and Germany].”

Thomas Drake, NSA whistleblower, July 2014

Documents released by whistleblower Edward Snowden in 2014 revealed that US functions in Germany also extend to intelligence collection. A leaked internal NSA post from October 2011 reported on a modernisation project to provide “reliable and robust” communications and data-transport services via the European Technical Center (ETC) in Wiesbaden, Germany. This centre, the post reports, “is the NSA’s primary communications hub in that part of the world, providing communications connectivity, SIGINT [signals intelligence] collection, and data-flow services to NSAers, warfighters and foreign partners in Europe, Africa and the Middle East.”
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The Intercept has suggested that this intelligence gathering may support or enable US drone strikes, as a drone architecture slide deck obtained by The Intercept shows the ETC appears to have satellite links to Bagram air base in Afghanistan and a fibreoptic connection to the NSA’s facilities in Georgia, where many GILGAMESH operators supporting drone operations are based.

In 2013 German media reported on the construction of the new US Army Consolidated Intelligence Centre (CIC), also in Wiesbaden, with the facility set to be responsible for military intelligence gathering from 51 countries. At the time of writing Amnesty International was unable to find publicly available confirmation that the CIC’s construction has been completed. Media reports have also uncovered the “massively expanding” presence of the NSA in Germany, with at least 12 active collection sites which are reportedly used to search for potential targets through analysis of a “Pattern of Life”. According to one classified report leaked by Snowden, information collected in NSA/CSS (Central Security Service) Europe - an NSA division focused on SIGINT in Europe near Stuttgart in Germany – is used for the “capture or kill” of individuals suspected of terrorism. This could be through the use of drone strikes, though it is not clear in the documents themselves.

According to the “Snowden papers”, Germany’s foreign intelligence agency, the Bundesnachrichtendienst (BND) regularly passes to the NSA “massive amounts of connection data relating to the communications it had placed under surveillance” including “telephone numbers, email addresses, IP connections” metadata. It is unclear whether the BND places restrictions to ensure that data is not used to unlawfully locate and kill individuals as part of the US lethal drone programme.

### 6.3 PARLIAMENTARY SCRUTINY OVER THE ROLE OF RAMSTEIN AND NSA ACTIVITIES IN GERMANY

“…we were briefed and told that members of the German government do know exactly what was going on Ramstein Air Force Base. And they approved of it all.”

Brandon Bryant, former US Drone Pilot, October 2015.

In 2014 a German Parliamentary Committee was established to investigate NSA activities in Germany. Former NSA employee and whistle-blower Thomas Drake gave testimony to the committee, outlining the importance of Germany to the US drone programme:

---
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“There was a program that was affectionately referred to at NSA as “We track ‘em, you whack’em”. Part of this involved types of intelligence that would find and locate threats. You had to have places in which you would operate those drones as well as provide the intelligence. Given the nature of certain facilities within Germany, it’s fair to say … that Germany itself was being used for in an extraconstitutional manner, its own security service to help facilitate those types of operations. The electronic intelligence is extraordinarily powerful in terms of signals and being able to pick up other types of signatures. And then you run all that into the algorithms that are used to determine where the drones will be sent and what types of targets they’ll actually acquire and then launch against. That’s part of the arrangement.

“I remember the question being asked even then: Is it permissible to use another country as a platform for these types of operations? Some would strongly suggest that there are major questions and issues about the complicity or the implications involved in assassination programs of people in other countries facilitated by this partnership.”

In 2016 Heinz Fromm, the former head of Germany’s intelligence service, the Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz (BfV), testified on the extent to which German intelligence sharing may have supported the USA’s lethal drone operations in Afghanistan and Pakistan, telling the committee “It is entirely conceivable that information delivered by our agency became part of a whole picture that facilitated the execution of such attacks”. He went on to stress however that the agency “did not support such attacks directly”, and that while mobile phone data collected by Germany may have been shared with the NSA, GPS data was not.

In December 2016 the “Research and Documentation Service” of the German Parliament issued an expert opinion on the role of Ramstein and commented on various legal questions, including whether Germany could be complicit in unlawful drone strikes. The expert opinion concluded that the German government could not be complicit in unlawful drone strikes, as there is no way for the German government to know about all US activities carried out in Ramstein. The German government relies on information that the US exchanges with it in this regard. The opinion offered a wide margin of discretion to the German government on foreign policy matters, suggesting that German responsibility would only be triggered if no action was taken by the German government with regards to Ramstein; thus arguing that it is enough that the German government has a high level of awareness of US activities in Ramstein.

In addition, in an answer to a parliamentary inquiry by German political party Die Linke in January 2017, the German government admitted that the information provided by the US embassy to the German
foreign affairs ministry in August 2016 included the fact that the Ramstein base – beyond serving as a crucial communications hub for the US’ drone operations – served several other critical functions, such as planning, conducting surveillance and assessments of air operations.251

### 6.4 TARGETING OF GERMAN NATIONALS IN US DRONE STRIKES

In 2010 the first known killing of a German citizen in a US drone strike in Pakistan was reported, and from it arose serious questions about the nature of Germany’s involvement in the intentional, potentially unlawful, killing of its nationals and whether the State was complicit.

According to information uncovered during the parliamentary inquiry into the NSA’s activities in Germany, Bunyamin Erdogan and his brother, Emrah Erdogan, both German citizens, travelled to Pakistan from the town of Velbert in Rhineland, Germany separately in 2010.252 Calls from Emrah Erdogan to their family in Germany were recorded by the German intelligence service, and indicated that they were being trained to use weapons and that Bunyamin Erdogan was allegedly “preparing to become a suicide bomber”.253 Bunyamin Erdogan was killed by a CIA-controlled drone strike on 4 October 2010 in Mir Ali, Pakistan, though Emrah Erdogan survived. Four other people also died in the attack. The target of the strike was reportedly a Pakistani Taliban commander staying in the same building, who was thought to have been behind an attack on a US base in Afghanistan a year prior but who was not inside the property at the time of the strike.254

Der Spiegel, a German news magazine, reported that the German authorities had informed the US authorities of Bunyamin Erdogan’s departure from Germany and handed them his mobile telephone number, that of a contact of his in Turkey, and the address of a café Bunyamin Erdogan was known to frequent in Pakistan.255 When the killing came to light, Amnesty International called on the German government to comment on the possible role of the Federal Police and the BfV in preparing and sharing intelligence used by the US for drone strikes in Pakistan.256

Obligated under national law and having determined that the Federal Court of Justice had jurisdiction to look into the case, Germany’s Federal Prosecutor General opened a formal criminal investigation into the death of Bunyamin Erdogan in 2012.257 The investigation was closed the following year, with the Prosecutor General finding no initial suspicion of a crime. This is because Bunyamin Erdogan was seen as a legitimate target carrying out a continuous combat function within a non-international armed conflict, and Bunyamin Erdogan’s death was therefore held to be lawful as his status as a member of an armed group with a continuous combat function meant that, under international humanitarian law, he did not enjoy civilian immunity from being directly targeted.258

---

This decision came under strong criticism from human rights organization the European Center for Constitutional and Human Rights (ECCHR), who argued in an expert opinion that the Federal Prosecutor General had failed to adequately establish that the attack which killed Bunyamin Erdogan was carried out within the context of an armed conflict. Similarly, ECCHR argued that there was a failure by the Federal Prosecutor General to distinguish between various types of conflict in the region, i.e. whether the attack on Bunyamin Erdogan took place in the context of the conflict in Afghanistan, as there was insufficient information regarding which parties to the Afghan conflict use Pakistani territory as a safe zone and whether Bunyamin Erdogan was a member of such a group. It is therefore clear that key questions regarding the legality of Bunyamin Erdogan’s killing were not adequately addressed, thus leading to a fundamentally flawed reasoning by the Federal Prosecutor General.

The killing did, however, mark a turning point in German-US intelligence sharing and in early 2011 Germany’s Interior Ministry issued an urgent instruction for its security agencies to cease sharing information with the USA if there was a risk it could be used to facilitate the unlawful killing of German nationals. Significantly, this instruction applies only to German nationals, not individuals from other countries who are the most commonly targeted by the US drone programme. Nevertheless, this order appears not to have stemmed the flow of information – retired Pakistani intelligence officials told Amnesty International that, in 2012 and 2013, German intelligence agencies continued to cooperate with the USA and its drone operations in Pakistan.

According to Der Spiegel, Germany continues to share information for “intelligence” or “protective” purposes, and shares telephone numbers but not exact location information with the USA on the proviso that it can only be used to facilitate the capture of a German target. In addition, a German official told Der Spiegel that when providing information to their US counterparts, German intelligence agencies “include wording” placing restrictions on what the information can be used for, in turn effectively preventing German intelligence from being used to plan a drone attack. In August 2011, representatives of Die Linke referred to the Der Spiegel article in a parliamentary inquiry, asking the government whether, when passing information to the USA, the Office for the Protection of the Constitution includes ‘wording’ stipulating that it can only be used for the capture, not killing, of targets, and if so, whether this applies to both German and foreign national targets. The government simply replied “No”.

THE KILLING OF BUNYAMIN ERDOGAN DID, HOWEVER, MARK A TURNING POINT IN GERMAN-US INTELLIGENCE SHARING AND IN EARLY 2011 GERMANY’S INTERIOR MINISTRY ISSUED AN URGENT INSTRUCTION FOR ITS SECURITY AGENCIES TO CEASE SHARING INFORMATION WITH THE USA IF THERE WAS A RISK IT COULD BE USED TO FACILITATE THE UNLAWFUL KILLING OF GERMAN NATIONALS


6.5 ATTEMPTS TO LITIGATE OVER RAMSTEIN-SUPPORTED DRONE STRIKES

In October 2014, ECCHR and Reprieve initiated legal proceedings before Cologne’s administrative court in response to the killing of two members of the Bin Ali Jaber family, who were killed in a US drone strike in Yemen in the summer of 2012. They asked the court to grant protection for three surviving family members from future attacks. The Ramstein base, being on German soil, was central to the case, with ECCHR and Reprieve arguing that Germany “is violating its constitutional and human rights obligation to protect because it has, thus far, not taken appropriate measures to prevent the US from using its bases and facilities on German territory for drone attacks,” and that “by not preventing the use of Ramstein, the German government bears co-responsibility for the use of drones that constitutes a violation of international law.”

Though the court accepted that the claim was admissible, it ultimately rejected the complaint in 2015, as the court was unwilling to adjudicate on foreign policy matters. The judge stated it was not “politically realistic” to terminate Germany’s contract with the USA for Ramstein, and argued that “the German government is not obliged to prohibit the USA from using Ramstein airbase for the execution of drone attacks in Yemen.” ECCHR argued that this “granted the German government extremely broad discretion on the matter, effectively freeing the state from any court oversight on this issue,” and appealed in August 2015. At the time of writing, the legal proceedings are ongoing.

Similarly, in September 2015, the Open Society Justice Initiative (OSJI) supported legal proceedings (a criminal complaint and a separate administrative action) on behalf of the son of a herdsman killed in a US drone strike in Somalia in February 2012. The strikes had actually been directed at Mohamed Sakr, a British-born Somali who had been stripped of British citizenship on the basis that he was involved in terrorism.

OSJI filed the criminal complaint on the basis that, by allowing US drone strike planning and operation to be facilitated on German territory at Ramstein base and the US ‘Africa command headquarters’ (AFRICOM) in Stuttgart, German officials held joint responsibility for these deaths. OSJI submitted a further administrative action to the Administrative Court in Cologne, asserting that by supporting these lethal US drone strikes, Germany had breached its obligations under the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR) and violated provisions of the German constitution which should have prevented German support for the US programme of targeted killings.

In April 2016, the Cologne Administrative Court rejected the claim holding that the case was inadmissible due to “an insufficient link between the inaction of the German government and the constitutional rights of the complainant,” while also finding that the criminal complaint was “a more...
appropriate forum for the complainant to seek relief. However, in June 2017 German prosecutors announced that they would not pursue the criminal complaint, claiming insufficient evidence of criminal activity and arguing that criminal liability for US personnel stationed in Germany lay with the USA not Germany.

In December 2016, Hans-Christian Ströbele, a member of the German Green Party member and until 2017 a member of the Bundestag, as well as a member of the committee overseeing the NSA parliamentary inquiry, filed a criminal complaint with the Federal General Prosecutor over the role of Ramstein in the US drone programme. The complaint is directed against officials in Germany and the USA responsible for "any form of participation - including through criminal negligence - in the control of the use of US combat drones in Asia, Africa and the Middle East and the US base in Ramstein."

6.6 GERMAN ASSISTANCE IN UNLAWFUL US DRONE STRIKES

Under Article 16 of the Articles on State Responsibility, if Germany – through its organs or agencies – knowingly assists in drone strikes by the USA that constitute an internationally wrongful act, Germany may be responsible for assisting that act. In Amnesty International’s view, requisite knowledge for these purposes could arise because Germany knows – with actual or near or practical certainty – of the circumstances of an unlawful drone strike, or was wilfully blind to it despite readily available, credible evidence of present or future unlawful US drone strikes. The assistance provided need not be essential to the performance of an internationally wrongful act; it is sufficient if it contributed significantly to the wrongful act. Furthermore, Amnesty International takes the view that it is not necessary for Germany to desire or intend the assistance it provides to be used in an unlawful drone strike; it is sufficient that Germany has foreseen that its assistance would be used in an unlawful drone strike.

Additionally, as a party to both the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, Germany may violate its own obligations under international human rights law if it assists in violations of human rights by others – such as a violation of the right to life – when it knows or should have known of the violations (including when those violations occur outside its jurisdiction or territory). As a party to the Geneva Conventions, Germany should also not encourage, aid or assist in violations of international humanitarian law by parties to an armed conflict as part of its obligation under Common Article 1.

GERMANY MAY VIOLATE ITS OWN OBLIGATIONS UNDER INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW

IF IT ASSISTS IN VIOLATIONS OF HUMAN RIGHTS BY OTHERS – SUCH AS A VIOLATION OF THE RIGHT TO LIFE – WHEN IT KNOWS OR SHOULD HAVE KNOWN OF THE VIOLATIONS


As with the UK, Germany provides critical assistance to the US drone programme through provision of crucial communications and intelligence infrastructure, as well as Ramstein air base, which allows information to be transmitted between drone operators in the USA and armed drones carrying out lethal strikes across the globe. In some cases, this assistance has been provided in relation to US drone strikes that may be unlawful, including strikes targeting German nationals.

Issues concerning the US drone programme have been extensively documented for more than a decade by credible organizations like Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch, the Bureau of Investigative Journalism, UN Special Rapporteurs and Reprieve amongst others – from general concerns over the legal framework under which the programme operates to specific examples of unlawful drone killings in Pakistan and elsewhere, some of which could amount to war crimes or extrajudicial executions. It is also clear that the German government is fully aware of the ways in which Ramstein air base is used to support the US drone programme, as has been uncovered the German NSA parliamentary inquiry.

Amnesty International is therefore of the view that Germany is providing significant assistance to the USA in the knowledge that this could assist potentially unlawful drone strikes. Germany has provided little public information on what safeguards it has put in place to ensure that any assistance it provides is not used for potentially unlawful drone strikes. It instead continues to assert that it has a good relationship with the USA, based on confidence and has no reason to doubt US assurances that its armed drone operations comply with international law standards – an implausible position given Germany and the USA’s differing legal interpretations around this issue. While the German Interior Ministry issued an urgent instruction in 2011 for its security agencies to cease sharing information with the USA if there was a risk it could be used to facilitate the unlawful killing of German nationals, this is wholly inadequate, as Germany’s extraterritorial obligation to prevent unlawful killings also extends to foreign nationals.

Germany is therefore at risk of being responsible under international law for assisting in unlawful drone strikes by the USA and at risk of violating its own obligations under international human rights law and international humanitarian law. This may also give rise to liability under national law. Germany’s 2002 Act to Introduce the Code of Crimes Against International Law allows the domestic prosecution of crimes under international law – including the killing of protected persons within an international or non-international armed conflict – “even when the offense was committed abroad and bears no relation to Germany.”

In particular, allowing the USA to use Ramstein air base to support lethal drone strikes around the world may amount to a breach of the obligation under international law not to use force in another State’s territory (see Section 3.5 above). As outlined in the International Law Commission’s Commentary to Article 16 of the Articles on State Responsibility, “the obligation not to use force may also be breached by an assisting State through permitting the use of its territory by another State to carry out an armed attack against a third State”. The Commentary specifically highlights a historic example involving the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany in 1960 and allegations it had participated in a wrongful use of force by allowing the US to use its airfields to stage a military intervention in Lebanon two years prior:


“While denying that the measures taken by the United States and the United Kingdom in the Near East constituted intervention, the Federal Republic of Germany nevertheless seems to have accepted that the act of a State in placing its own territory at the disposal of another State in order to facilitate the commission of an unlawful use of force by that other State was itself an internationally wrongful act.”

The failure of the US authorities to provide an adequate legal and factual justification for drone strikes, and the secrecy around the US drone programme and Germany’s role in it, means that Amnesty International is unable to definitively conclude that Germany is responsible for assisting unlawful US drone strikes or violating its own obligations under international human rights law or international humanitarian law. However, ongoing litigation in German courts may conclude that it is.

Set against this — and in the context of an expansion of the US drone programme under President Trump which would see looser standards for use of lethal force outside situations of armed conflict — it is imperative that the German government provide urgent public clarification on the safeguards it has in place to ensure Germany is not aiding and assisting in potentially unlawful US drone strikes.

The Netherlands collects and shares intelligence data with the USA as part of general intelligence cooperation that may support US drone strikes, as well as use of force operations including drone strikes.

Since 2014, questions have been raised about the extent and nature of the Dutch government’s role in and potential responsibility for assisting US drone operations in Somalia. The USA has been conducting armed drone strikes in Somalia within the paradigm of its so-called global “War on Terror” since at least June 2011, when a strike was confirmed to have killed two men said to be leaders of the armed group al-Shabaab in the southern port city of Kismayo.275 This strike was carried out amid claims by the USA that al-Shabaab members had been closely collaborating with al-Qa‘ida to carry out attacks beyond Somalia.276

Since 2011 [and as of February 2018], the Bureau of Investigative Journalism (BIJ) has counted at least 70 possible and confirmed US drone strikes in Somalia, killing between 500 and 655 people, including between three and 17 civilians, and injuring between seven and 26 people.277 Since President Trump came into office there has been a dramatic surge in air strikes (including drone strikes) in Somalia, with the BIJ reporting they had doubled in 2017.278 This seems to be consistent with an investigation carried out by The Guardian, during which it checked claims of strikes in the local media with western and local officials, medical staff, witnesses and relatives of victims, and found that there had been 34 US air strikes (including drone strikes) in Somalia in the last six months of 2017 – at least twice the total for the whole of 2016.279

Amnesty International documented a US drone strike on an al-Shabaab convoy which took place on 1 September 2014, killing key leaders of the movement including Moktar Ali Zubeyr (known also as “Ahmad Abdi Godane” or “Godane”).280 Godane’s death was announced by the US DoD on 5


277  This is based on data collected by the Bureau of Investigative Journalism (BIJ) – the first strike is dated 23 June 2011 and the last strike is dated 26 February 2018. These strikes include possible and confirmed strikes which involve drone strikes. Some are marked as “Drone or air Strike” while others are marked “Air operation – drone strike” in the BIJ data, and so some may involve multiple strike methods. The data includes one strike marked as “Drone Strike Helicopter Raid” (23 June 2011) and another marked as “Air operation – drone or airstrike, US-Somali ground troops” (10 August 2017). Amnesty International is not in a position to verify these figures.


September 2014,²⁸¹ and confirmed by al-Shabaab on 6 September 2014 when it announced a new leader, Abu Umar (known as “Abu Ubaidah”), while declaring its intention to avenge the death of Godane.²⁸² A week later, reports emerged alleging that France provided the USA with the intelligence that led to drone strike that killed Godane.²⁸³ That was at least the second US drone strike targeting Godane. In 2015, two Somali shepherds initiated legal action against the Dutch government, claiming that Dutch intelligence had contributed to another drone strike in 2014, which had been targeting Godane but had resulted in the death of the shepherds’ relatives and livestock.

7.1 SHARING OF METADATA

In March 2014, media reports²⁸⁴ surfaced suggesting that the USA could be using data gathered by the Netherlands to target individuals in drone strikes it suspected of being members of al-Shabaab in Somalia. These reports were based on documents made public by NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden and a later admission by the Dutch Ministry of Defence and Ministry of Interior and Kingdom Relations, in which they stated in a letter that they had provided the USA with 1.8 million metadata records of telephone conversations. This metadata consists of the time of the call, the originating phone number and the number called. The Ministries of Defence and Interior and Kingdom Relations stated that this was collected by the Dutch National Signals Intelligence Organisation (NSO) in the context of counter-terrorism and military operations abroad and was lawfully shared with the USA in light of international cooperation on the latter.²⁸⁵

The Netherlands is involved in extensive anti-piracy operations in Somalia, including the European Union Naval Force (Operation Atalanta) Somalia, in which it has participated since 2009.²⁸⁶ As part of this, the Netherlands gathers telephone and other data from Somalia via – amongst other means and locations – its ground station located in Burum in Friesland to aid its operations. The Netherlands is also reported to have engaged in surveillance of telephone and internet communications of Somali

²⁸⁴ NRC Handelsblad, The secret role of the Dutch in the American war on terror, 5 March 2014, www.nrc.nl/nieuws/2014/03/05/the-secret-role-of-the-dutch-in-the-american-war-on-terror-a1426677
²⁸⁶ Ministry of Defence, Counterpiracy, www/english.defensie.nl/topics/somalia/counterpiracy
individuals living in the Netherlands. The 2009 annual report of the Dutch General Intelligence and Security Service (AIVD) stated that the AIVD had identified “signs that the jihadist struggle there [Somalia] is being supported from this country.”

NSA documents leaked by Edward Snowden revealed that the USA assisted the Netherlands – at the request of the Dutch Military Intelligence and Security Service (Militaire Inlichtingen- en Veiligheidsdienst, MIVD) – in building its capabilities through providing advanced technology for marine vessel HMS Rotterdam in order to enable it to intercept communications as part of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) anti-piracy operation Ocean Shield. This in turn strengthened US capabilities by allowing it to carry out its operations more effectively.

As discussed in Chapter 1, metadata plays a crucial role in the US drone programme and is frequently used to target and kill specific individuals. A former drone operator for the US military’s Joint Special Operations Command (JSOC) High Value Targeting taskforce, which carries out counter-terrorism operations abroad, and who also worked with the NSA, provided a sobering insight into the extensive use of metadata by the USA in its targeting practices. He revealed that targets are often identified through metadata analysis and mobile phone GPS tracking technologies. The activity of sim cards is studied and analysts develop a pattern of behaviour according to who individuals speak to, carving out potential relationships individuals have with these people (friends, commanders, subordinates, etc.), which is then put into a matrix. The “target” is then located on the basis of the activity and location of the mobile phone they are believed to be using, and the strike is subsequently launched.

The former drone operator stated that this technique has had success in penetrating networks of individuals identified by the USA as so-called terrorists but that overreliance on the data had “absolutely” resulted in the death of innocent people. The use of signals intelligence has often – as noted in Chapter 1 – proven to be unreliable, resulting in the deaths of many civilians and individuals whose identity has yet to be determined.

7.2 LEGAL ACTION OVER DUTCH ASSISTANCE

In 2015, legal action was initiated by two Somali shepherds against the Dutch government for war crimes. It is the first time victims of a US drone strike have applied to a Dutch court. The Somali shepherds, one of whom lost a leg in a US drone strike, claim that intelligence data supplied by the Netherlands was used by the USA to target the al-Shabaab leader known as “Godane”, and other suspected al-Shabaab fighters travelling in a convoy, in a drone strike in January 2014. Whilst Godane escaped unscathed – reports suggest he was in the vicinity of the strike and had been due to travel in the car that day – several suspected al-Shabaab fighters were killed, along with, the shepherds claim, two young daughters of one of the shepherds. Both shepherds claim they also lost most of their
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294 He was later killed in a US drone strike in September 2014.

cattle in the drone strike. These civilian casualty claims were not cited in any initial US reports, which stated only that the strike had hit a vehicle and killed an al-Shabaab commander and others about 200 miles south of Mogadishu.

One lawyer representing the Somali shepherds argues that the USA should have seen there were bystanders in the area when the hellfire missile was fired, as “There were a lot of livestock around, always a clear indication that people are nearby.” Following delays due to legal costs attached to the claim, at time of writing the case is expected to proceed to the Dutch Court of First Instance in the near future.

7.3 PARLIAMENTARY SCRUTINY AND INQUIRY INTO USE OF DUTCH INTELLIGENCE BY OTHER STATES

In April 2014, the Dutch Minister of Defense, Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert, responded to a series of parliamentary questions about the Netherlands’ reported involvement in US drone strikes in Somalia. The Minister confirmed the MIVD’s role in providing intelligence for the anti-piracy operation Ocean Shield, but stated the government would not expect to be informed by another State if the information they provide for such operations is then used for other purposes. She went on to state that “The Netherlands does not cooperate in illegal targeted killings” but that she is not aware of the factual basis on which such killings are carried out. Nonetheless, she said, the Dutch government would reassess their intelligence sharing if a foreign partner appears to carry out unlawful killings of this nature. When questioned as to the USA’s legal basis for targeted killings in Somalia and its validity, the Minister responded that the Dutch government did not have the information necessary to assess the legality of the use of force in specific incidents, but that it had “no indications” that its intelligence “has been used for acts that are contrary to international law.”
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The Snowden revelations uncovering the extent of Dutch intelligence sharing with the USA, coupled with the legal challenge in a Dutch court, sparked much public and parliamentary debate around the role the Netherlands was playing and continues to play in the USA’s lethal drone programme. This culminated in an extensive inquiry by the Dutch Review Committee on the Intelligence and Security Services (Commissie van Toezicht op de Inlichtingen- en Veiligheidsdiensten, CTIVD) examining the potential use of Dutch intelligence for the unlawful use of force by other states, covering the period between 1 January 2013 and 31 December 2015. Of particular focus were the activities and role of the Dutch Military Intelligence and Security Service in targeting in so far as this can give rise to the use of force, including through use of drones; the applicable legal framework; and the legality of its activities. The review committee published its findings in a report in September 2016, in which it concluded that the policy currently applied by the MIVD to the provision of intelligence does not sufficiently address the risk that intelligence could facilitate the unlawful use of force. It also concluded that the MIVD had made a conscious decision to share intelligence to assist in targeting in two military operations in which it was involved, and that this assistance was in accordance with the law. It further stated that, apart from military missions in which the Netherlands was involved, the MIVD had not provided intelligence to foreign partners for the express purpose of contributing to targeting, but that despite this, some of this intelligence could in principle be used for targeting.

The review committee did not make a determination on whether lethal force had been used as a result of intelligence provided by the MIVD, as it does not possess the power to investigate the recipients of such intelligence. It did, however, determine that assistance provided by the MIVD would be unlawful if such assistance posed an “unacceptable risk” that it could contribute to the unlawful use of force by a foreign partner or a military coalition.


The review committee’s report made a series of recommendations aimed at clarifying the legal framework under which the MIVD should operate, as follows:

1. When deciding whether to assist a foreign partner, the MIVD must make an assessment of the risk that the sharing of intelligence (such as the provision of personal data and unevaluated data) could contribute to the violation of international legal standards, including the unlawful use of force;

2. In cases where it is unclear whether the recipient state is engaged in the lawful use of force the MIVD should seek legal advice, for example, from the Legal Affairs Department of the Dutch Ministry of Defence and/or the Ministry of Foreign Affairs;

3. This assessment must be made in writing for each individual provision of intelligence that may reasonably be used for targeting;

4. Each provision of intelligence must contain a written condition that such intelligence cannot be passed on or used for violations of international law, including the unlawful use of force;

5. Following the provision of intelligence, if there is suspicion that any intelligence data provided by the MIVD has contributed to the unlawful use of force, it must investigate (so-called feedback loop). If such misuse is established, this must be taken into account in subsequent intelligence sharing with the recipient state.

The report acknowledged that even the application of the legal framework recommended by the review committee would not guarantee that intelligence provision would not contribute to the unlawful use of force, but that nevertheless it could significantly reduce the risk of this materialising.

Following publication of the review committee’s report, the Dutch Minister of Defence stated that she would implement the report’s recommendations. However, to date, it is unclear how many and to what extent, if any, the recommendations have been implemented.

In July 2017 a new Act was adopted in the Netherlands (Wet op de inlichtingen- en veiligheidsdiensten 2017, Wiv 2017), extending the powers of the Dutch intelligence and security services. The law provides for the possibility of the Dutch intelligence services sharing raw, unprocessed data – meaning they may not be fully aware of the contents and any potential risks associated with sharing it – within the framework of “cooperative relations with eligible intelligence services”.

**NOTE:**


and security services of other countries”.

Before entering into such relations with another State, several criteria must be weighed up, including the extent of the other State’s respect for human rights by the country concerned. In compelling situations however, raw data can be shared with the intelligence and security services of any country irrespective of its human rights record.

The Act is expected to enter into force in May 2018. In November 2017 the Electoral Council of the Netherlands (Kiesraad) announced that an advisory referendum on the Act would be held, following 384,000 signatures from members of the public requesting it. The referendum took place on 21 March 2018. A majority of 49.5% voted against the act (46.5% voted in favour and 4% abstained). At the time of writing a formal government response had yet to follow. Amnesty International has raised various concerns about this law, including the risk that raw data may be shared with foreign intelligence services.

7.4 DUTCH ASSISTANCE IN UNLAWFUL US DRONE STRIKES

Under Article 16 of the Articles on State Responsibility, if the Netherlands – through its organs or agencies – knowingly assists in drone strikes by the USA that constitute an internationally wrongful act, the Netherlands may be responsible for assisting that act. In Amnesty International’s view, requisite knowledge for these purposes could arise because the Netherlands knows – with actual or near or practical certainty – of the circumstances of an unlawful drone strike, or was willfully blind to it despite readily available, credible evidence of present or future unlawful US drone strikes. The assistance provided need not be essential to the performance of an internationally wrongful act; it is sufficient if it contributed significantly to the wrongful act. Furthermore, Amnesty International takes the view that it is not necessary for the Netherlands to desire or intend the assistance it provides to be used in an unlawful drone strike; it is sufficient that the Netherlands has foreseen that its assistance would be used in an unlawful drone strike.

Additionally, as a party to both the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR), the Netherlands may violate its own obligations under international human rights law if it assists in violations of human rights by others – such as a violation of the right to life – when it knows or should have known of the violations (including when those violations occur outside its jurisdiction or territory). As a party to the Geneva Conventions, the Netherlands should also not encourage, aid or assist in violations of international humanitarian law by parties to an armed conflict as part of its obligation under Common Article 1.

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL IS THEREFORE OF THE VIEW THAT THE NETHERLANDS IS PROVIDING ASSISTANCE TO THE USA IN THE KNOWLEDGE THAT THIS COULD ASSIST POTENTIALLY UNLAWFUL DRONE STRIKES

---

308 Article 64 of the Law on the Intelligence and Security Services 2017.
As outlined above, the Netherlands collects and shares raw intelligence information with the USA as part of general intelligence cooperation, which may then be used by the USA to target individuals in drone strikes particularly in Somalia. The Dutch Review Committee on the Intelligence and Security Services itself has recognised that, while it could not find evidence that data shared with the USA was used to carry out unlawful drone strikes, it could not exclude the possibility of this. However, issues concerning the US drone programme have been extensively documented for more than a decade by credible organizations like Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch, the Bureau of Investigative Journalism, UN Special Rapporteurs and Reprieve amongst others – from general concerns over the legal framework under which the programme operates to specific examples of unlawful drone killings in Pakistan and elsewhere, some of which could amount to war crimes or extrajudicial executions.

Amnesty International is therefore of the view that the Netherlands is providing assistance to the USA in the knowledge that this could assist potentially unlawful drone strikes. Furthermore, if specific intelligence provided by the Netherlands is used by the USA to target someone for a drone strike, this may amount to a significant contribution to a potentially unlawful strike. The Netherlands has subsequently taken some positive steps towards putting in place safeguards to ensure against providing intelligence to the USA and other States that could contribute to violations of international human rights or humanitarian law. However the extent of Dutch intelligence sharing with the USA, as revealed by Edward Snowden, means the Netherlands remains at risk of being responsible under international law for assisting in unlawful drone strikes by the USA and at risk of violating its own obligations under international human rights law and international humanitarian law.

Furthermore, Amnesty International takes the view that the Netherlands can be responsible for assisting an unlawful drone strike under Article 16 even if it has not itself carried out an analysis or determined that the USA has acted or will act in a way that is internationally wrongful. The Dutch Minister of Defence has stated that the Dutch government does not have information necessary to assess the legality of the use of force by the USA. However, responsibility can arise because the Netherlands had the requisite knowledge (i.e., either with actual or near certainty or due to wilful blindness) that the bare facts which comprise the unlawful strikes will occur in the future.

Additionally, as highlighted above, under international human rights law the Netherlands may have violated its obligation to respect the right to life if it provides assistance when it should have known of the unlawful drone strikes by the USA. And, with regards to international humanitarian law (IHL), in response to a parliamentary question in 2016 regarding whether it was possible that Dutch intelligence had been used to locate individuals as part of the US drone programme, the Dutch government acknowledged its duties under Common Article 1. It explained that “when the Government knows that a partner is using or will use intelligence that has been shared by the Netherlands to commit a violation of international law and/or IHL, the question whether such intelligence is shared will have to be reconsidered”.  

The failure of the US authorities to provide an adequate legal and factual justification for drone strikes, and the secrecy around the US drone programme and the Netherlands’ role in it, means that Amnesty International is unable to definitively conclude that the Netherlands is responsible for assisting unlawful US drone strikes or violating its own obligations under international human rights law or international humanitarian law.

Ongoing litigation in Dutch courts may shed further light on the Netherlands’s responsibility. Set against this, and in the context of an expansion of the US drone programme under President Trump which would see looser standards for use of lethal force outside situations of armed conflict, it is crucial that the Netherlands urgently implement the recommendations of the Review Committee on the Intelligence and Security Services and ensure that the new surveillance Act does not permit the sharing of raw intelligence data with other States.

Italy provides active assistance to the US drone programme by allowing US forces to carry out intelligence gathering missions and launch drone strikes from the US Navy’s Naval Air Station Sigonella (Sigonella air base). Facilities based in Sigonella air base also provides satellite communications support for US operations, including drone operations, and further facilities are under construction for a global satellite communication system for US military forces.

8.1 SIGONELLA AIR BASE: "HUB OF THE MED"

Sigonella is a North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and Italian air base, as well as a US Navy installation, located in Sicily, Italy, and is of great strategic and military importance to US operations in North Africa. Strategically situated in the heart of the Mediterranean and referred to as “Hub of the Med” on the official Sigonella Naval Air Station (NAS) website, Sigonella was used to support the Sixth Fleet of the US Navy until the end of the Cold War, thereafter being used to provide support to operations in the Mediterranean and the Sahel for different US forces. Currently stationed in Sigonella are the Aircraft Intermediate Maintenance Detachment, the Naval Computer and Telecommunications Station, Commander Task Force 67 and the Naval Supply Systems Fleet Logistics Center.

The base is frequently used for NATO military operations in the Mediterranean and played a major role in NATO operations in Libya in 2011. According to US government cables published on Wikileaks, in 2008 the Italian Ministry of Defence approved the permanent deployment of a US UAV RQ-4 “Global Hawk” Unit at Sigonella base, which would become the USA’s “primary overhead reconnaissance asset in the Mediterranean, the Middle East and North Africa”. The base now also houses Reaper and Predator armed drones.

US surveillance drones have launched from the Sigonella air base since 2011. According to media reports, it was only in January 2016, however, that the Italian government agreed to allow armed drones to launch from the site, linked with the Obama administration’s more comprehensive strategy against the armed group calling itself Islamic State (IS) in Libya. According to US officials, the initial agreement provided that each drone launch must be pre-agreed on a case-by-case basis by the Italian government, and operations launched from Sigonella were to be limited to ‘defensive’ strikes to protect special forces conducting operations against IS. Amnesty International was unable to verify this information as no official documents on this have been published.
In 2016 the Obama administration declared the area around Sirte in Libya an “area of active hostilities”, after which it began a sustained campaign of air strikes targeting IS fighters in the area between August and December 2016. The Aviationist reported on 1 August 2016 that armed MQ-9 Reaper drones based at Sigonella air base had been used to carry out air strikes against IS positions around the northern city of Sirte, with air strikes also being carried out by helicopters aboard the US amphibious assault ship USS Wasp.

Sigonella air base fits into the broader network of capabilities facilitating the USA’s lethal drone programme. For example, work is currently underway at Sigonella for the construction of UAS SATCOM Relay Pads and Facility, which will provide satellite communications support for US operations, including drone operations. According to the website of the architects building the facility, it will also provide “critical backup for its sister SATCOM relay station in Ramstein, Germany”, which is connected to Creech Air Force base in Nevada. The estimated date of completion is 2018.

In addition, from 2018-2019 this facility will also host the operational base of a Broad Area Maritime Surveillance programme for the MQ-4C Triton UAV, designed to complement the US navy’s existing maritime patrol and reconnaissance systems and to deliver SIGINT and maritime strike capabilities.

8.2 GLOBAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Sicily is also the site of one of four ground station facilities comprising the US Department of Defense’s Mobile User Objective System (MUOS); a global satellite communication system for US military forces. The construction of the station at Niscemi, 60km from Sigonella, was the subject of protests and a legal challenge in the Italian courts, with opponents citing concerns over health risks and the possibility that it would “implicate Italy in U.S. foreign policy and its activities in the Middle East”. The system aims to integrate the worldwide US naval, air and ground forces (allowing data communications, audio and video) and has a capacity ten times higher than current systems. Although the works were temporarily blocked, including via the intervention of judicial authorities, the Niscemi station has been completed.

322 Sigonella air base was also chosen as the main operating base for the NATO Alliance Ground Surveillance (AGS) system, acquired jointly by 15 NATO allies including Italy and the USA, which will contribute to a range of missions, including “the fight against terrorism”, raising concerns that it could potentially play a role in US drone operations. See: https://www.nato.int/cps/ua/natohq/topics_48892.htm
324 See: www.rlfarchitects.com/federal/unmanned-aircraft-system-uss-satellite-communications-relay-station/
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The real danger of civilians being caught up in US drone programme was underscored in January 2015 when a US drone strike killed two hostages held by al-Qa’ida in Shawal Valley, Pakistan – an Italian humanitarian worker, Giovanni Lo Porto, and Dr Warren Weinstein, an American humanitarian worker. The strike also reportedly killed four al-Qa’ida fighters, one of whom (Ahmed Farouq) was a US citizen. President Obama acknowledged the strike in April 2015 and issued a public apology to the Lo Porto and Weinstein families, immediately committing to launching an investigation into the circumstances of their death. This was the first time the USA had publicly accepted it was responsible for a drone strike in Pakistan.

In September 2015 reports emerged that the CIA’s Inspector-General was investigating what the Washington Post described as a “surveillance lapse” in the operation. The CIA reportedly detected a Western hostage held by al-Qa’ida in Pakistan a year before this strike, but “did not keep the person under drone surveillance”. President Obama acknowledged the strike in April 2015 and issued a public apology to the Lo Porto and Weinstein families, immediately committing to launching an investigation into the circumstances of their death. This was the first time the USA had publicly accepted it was responsible for a drone strike in Pakistan.

In October 2016, a complaint was lodged on behalf of the Lo Porto family with the Italian Public Prosecutor, requesting that a criminal investigation be opened into Giovanni Lo Porto’s kidnapping and death. The prosecutor determined in July 2017 that, in his view, it would be impossible to ascertain responsibility for the killing and asked for the closure of the investigation. However, in March 2018, following opposition from the Lo Porto family’s legal representatives, an Italian judge rejected the prosecutor’s request, ordering the continuation of the investigations and for the prosecutor to formally follow-up with the USA on a request for judicial assistance, including information from the CIA about the drone strike.

332 Financial Times, US donates €1.2m to family of Italian drone victim, 16 September 2016, https://www.ft.com/content/239e3ca8-7c22-11e6-ae24-1193b10514f5a
While the USA’s public admission of this drone strike was welcome, it is unfortunate that the US administration has not adopted the same approach to all other US counter-terror strikes in which civilians have been unlawfully injured or killed—regardless of their nationalities. In May 2015 Amnesty International and its civil society partners wrote to President Obama, calling on the US administration to establish a systematic and transparent mechanism for post-strike investigations, which are made public, and provide appropriate redress to civilian victims, citing ten specific cases of strikes that have caused civilian casualties in Pakistan and Yemen and which should be transparently investigated.\(^{335}\)

### 8.3 SECRECY AROUND ITALY-USA AGREEMENT

There is no publicly available information on the guidelines or terms under which Italy allows the USA to carry out armed drone strikes from Italian soil. The latest publicly available document outlining guidelines surrounding the use of Sigonella is a 2006 Technical Arrangement between the Italian Ministry Of Defence and the US Department of Defense regarding the use and operation of military installations and infrastructure in Sigonella.\(^{336}\) The arrangement lays out guidelines regarding issues such as the use and operation of the base, command procedures and training and operational activities. The arrangement includes provisions whereby “the Italian Commander will advise the US Commander if he believes US activities are not respecting applicable Italian law and will immediately seek advice from higher Italian Authorities if there are differences of opinion regarding whether a specific activity should be undertaken”\(^{337}\) and “will coordinate, as agreed, all matters of common interest and, to this end, he will be kept constantly informed on all US activities and initiatives” laid out in the agreement.\(^{338}\) This agreement therefore relies on the Italian authorities being fully aware of the activities carried out in Sigonella and intervening in the event Italian law is contravened.

The 2016 agreement to allow US armed drones to operate from Sigonella base was not subjected to parliamentary scrutiny, with then Italian Foreign Minister Paolo Gentiloni asserting that “the use of the bases does not require a specific communication to the Parliament”.\(^{339}\) However, it is not known whether the 2006 Technical Arrangement is still valid or if it is applicable to the deployment of armed drones by the USA. There is no publicly available information regarding any additional agreement that regulates the presence or use of armed drones at Sigonella, highlighting the secrecy that surrounds these operations. Similarly, there is no information regarding how many authorizations for drone strikes have been granted or denied to the USA by the Italian government under the 2016 agreement and on what basis.

The European Center for Constitutional and Human Rights (ECCHR) has sought this information through Freedom of Information Act requests to obtain more information about the actual use of armed drones located in Sigonella, particularly Italy’s role in US drone operations. The requests were submitted to the Air Naval Commander at Sigonella, the Ministry of Defence and the Presidency of the Council of Ministries and all were either denied or went unanswered. In response to this, in July 2017 ECCHR filed a judicial complaint to the administrative court in Rome to obtain access to this information on the basis that there was insufficient justification for not releasing the information and a failure to take due consideration of the public interest in this matter. At the time of writing no decision had been given by the administrative court.\(^{340}\)

---


336 Available at: [https://www.state.gov/documents/organization/107265.pdf](https://www.state.gov/documents/organization/107265.pdf)

337 Annex 5 of the Technical Arrangement.

338 Section VI, 6, of the Technical Arrangement.


8.4 ITALIAN ASSISTANCE IN US DRONE STRIKES

Under Article 16 of the Articles on State Responsibility, if Italy – through its organs or agencies – knowingly assists in drone strikes by the USA that constitute an internationally wrongful act, Italy may be responsible for assisting that act. In Amnesty International’s view, requisite knowledge for these purposes could arise because Italy knows – with actual or near or practical certainty – of the circumstances of an unlawful drone strike, or was wilfully blind to it despite readily available, credible evidence of present or future unlawful US drone strikes. The assistance provided need not be essential to the performance of an internationally wrongful act; it is sufficient if it contributed significantly to the wrongful act. Furthermore, Amnesty International takes the view that it is not necessary for Italy to desire or intend the assistance it provides to be used in an unlawful drone strike; it is sufficient that Italy has foreseen that its assistance would be used in an unlawful drone strike.

Additionally, as a party to both the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, Italy may violate its own obligations under international human rights law if it assists in violations of human rights by others – such as a violation of the right to life – when it knows or should have known of the violations (including when those violations occur outside its jurisdiction or territory). As a party to the Geneva Conventions, Italy should also not encourage, aid or assist in violations of international humanitarian law by parties to an armed conflict.

As outlined above, Italy provides significant assistance to the US drone programme by allowing US forces to carry out intelligence gathering missions and launch drone strikes from the US Navy’s Naval Air Station at Sigonella air base. The fact that Sigonella air base plays a central role in the US drone programme, particularly in the Middle East and North Africa, is evidenced by the agreement of the Italian government to allow the USA to launch defensive strikes against IS targets from Sigonella air base. Once constructed, the UAS SATCOM Relay Pads and Facility at Sigonella will also provide satellite communications support for US operations, including drone operations, as will the US Department of Defense’s Mobile User Objective System (MUOS) in Niscemi, outside Sigonella.
Issues concerning the US drone programme have been extensively documented for more than a decade by credible organizations like Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch, the Bureau of Investigative Journalism, UN Special Rapporteurs and Reprieve amongst others – from general concerns over the legal framework under which the programme operates to specific examples of unlawful drone killings in Pakistan and elsewhere, some of which could amount to war crimes or extrajudicial executions.

Amnesty International is therefore of the view that Italy is providing significant assistance to the USA in the knowledge that this could assist potentially unlawful drone strikes. Italy provides no public information on what safeguards it has put in place to ensure that any assistance it provides is not used for potentially unlawful drone strikes. This means that Italy is at risk of being responsible under international law for assisting in unlawful drone strikes by the USA and at risk of violating its own obligations under international human rights law and international humanitarian law.

Giving the USA permission to launch only defensive strikes against IS targets from Sigonella does not fully mitigate this risk, because of the problematic and highly expansive notion of self-defence that the US uses to justify against individuals and groups of people who they claim pose a real and imminent threat to the USA.

In particular, allowing the USA to use Sigonella air base may amount to a breach of the obligation under international law not to use force in another State’s territory (see Section 3.5 above). As outlined in the International Law Commission’s Commentary to Article 16 of the Articles on State Responsibility, “the obligation not to use force may also be breached by an assisting State through permitting the use of its territory by another State to carry out an armed attack against a third State”.341

Furthermore, the fact that the agreement between Italy and the USA allows US forces to operate armed drones from Sigonella upon formal authorization by the Italian Commander, puts Italy at heightened risk of directly assisting an unlawful drone strike. In this case, it would be enough that Italy had requisite knowledge that the USA was going to launch a drone strike contrary to international human rights or humanitarian law; it would not need to know the motivation or objective of carrying out such strikes.

The failure of the US authorities to provide an adequate legal and factual justification for drone strikes, and the secrecy around the US drone programme and Italy’s role in it, means that Amnesty International is unable to definitively conclude that Italy is responsible for assisting unlawful US drone strikes or violating its own obligations under international human rights law or international humanitarian law.

As such, and in the context of an expansion of the US drone programme under President Trump which would see looser standards for use of lethal force outside situations of armed conflict, it is crucial that the Italian government disclose information about the actual use of armed drones located in Sigonella and, in particular, the role played by Italy in US drone operations. This should include the number of remotely piloted aircraft based at Sigonella, as well as the number and scope of authorizations given by the Italian Commander to the US Commander for extraterritorial operations carried out by armed drones. Furthermore, it is crucial that the Italian government provide urgent public clarification on the safeguards it has in place to ensure the Italian government is not assisting in potentially unlawful US drone strikes.

Amnesty International and other NGOs have documented unlawful US drone strikes over the course of more than a decade, exposing how these strikes have violated the right to life, in some cases amounting to extrajudicial executions and other unlawful killings.

These have included people who were not directly participating in hostilities or posed no imminent threat to life, including a 68-year-old grandmother, Mamana Bibi, and a 14-year-old boy, Saleh Khan in Pakistan. Additionally, US drone strikes within recognised conflict zones have caused a significant number of civilian casualties, and in some instances appear to have violated international humanitarian law, with some attacks amounting to possible war crimes. Given the well-known and serious concerns regarding the US lethal drone programme’s compliance with international law, providing material or intelligence support to US strikes could mean that the UK, Germany, the Netherlands and Italy are responsible for assisting in potentially unlawful US drone operations and may have violated their own obligations under international human rights law and international humanitarian law.

As such, and in light of reports that US President Donald Trump’s administration has loosened the rules governing the USA’s expanded lethal drone programme, including outside situations of armed conflict, this report makes the following recommendations:
TO THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE UK, GERMANY, THE NETHERLANDS AND ITALY:

• Refrain from assisting in any way in US drone strikes that may amount to or result in a violation of international human rights law or international humanitarian law – including by allowing the use of military bases, the sharing of intelligence or other information, or the provision of personnel;

• If not done already, initiate a full public inquiry into the State’s assistance to the US drone programme, including intelligence sharing arrangements with the USA, which should examine: (a) the sufficiency of existing safeguards and oversight mechanisms for ensuring the State is not assisting unlawful or potentially unlawful US drone strikes; and (b) whether intelligence provided by them to the USA has played a role in such strikes;

• Such inquiries must have legal powers to gather all relevant evidence and compel witness testimony; have procedures that are transparent and that allow public scrutiny of the nature of the evidence received, the findings and results; and recommend criminal investigations where the inquiry finds potential crimes under international or national law;

• Provide urgent public clarification on the safeguards they have in place to ensure they are not aiding and assisting in potentially unlawful US drone strikes;

• Ensure prompt, thorough, independent and impartial investigations into all cases where there are reasonable grounds to believe that the State has provided assistance to a US drone strike that has resulted in unlawful killings and/or any civilian casualties. This must include all attacks in which civilians are reported to have been killed or injured;

• Bring to justice in public and fair trials anyone reasonably suspected of being responsible for assisting a US drone strike that has resulted in unlawful killings;

• Ensure that any assistance that is or may be provided for any lethal drone operation complies with international human rights law and international humanitarian law, in particular the right to life, by establishing – and disclosing publicly – robust binding standards to govern the provision of all forms of assistance for lethal drone operations. Such standards should in particular:
  • Require a comprehensive risk assessment before the State provides assistance to another State for lethal drone operations and set out the circumstances under which the State must not provide such assistance. In particular, the State must assess whether the provision of that assistance could contribute to a human rights violation or abuse or a violation of international humanitarian law and not provide such assistance where there is a reasonably foreseeable risk that they will contribute to such violations or abuses;
  • Where intelligence is provided to another State, require a written agreement with that State requiring that such intelligence must not be passed on to any other State that may use it in violation of international law or for lethal drone operations that may amount to or result in violations of international law, including the unlawful use of force;
  • Where there is credible information that any assistance provided to another State for lethal drone operations has amounted to or resulted in human rights violations or violations of international humanitarian law, require the assisting State to automatically suspend any assistance to that State. Any assistance should not resume as long as there is a foreseeable risk that such assistance would be used for lethal drone operations that may amount to or result in such violations.
  • Put in place a fully independent and effective oversight mechanism to ensure that any intelligence sharing or assistance provided to lethal drone operations does not contribute to human rights violations or abuses or violations of international humanitarian law.
TO ALL OTHER STATES:

- Ensure that any assistance that is or may be provided for any lethal drone operation complies with international human rights law and international humanitarian law, in particular the right to life, by establishing – and disclosing publicly – robust binding standards to govern the provision of all forms of assistance for lethal drone operations. Such standards should in particular:
  - Require a comprehensive risk assessment before the State provides assistance to another State for lethal drone operations and set out the circumstances under which the State must not provide such assistance. In particular, the State must assess whether the provision of that assistance could contribute to a human rights violation or abuse or a violation of international humanitarian law and not provide such assistance where there is a reasonably foreseeable risk that they will contribute to such violations or abuses;
  - Where intelligence is provided to another State, require a written agreement with that State requiring that such intelligence must not be passed on to any other State that may use it in violation international law or used for lethal drone operations that may amount to or result in violations of international law, including the unlawful use of force;
  - Where there is credible information that any assistance provided to another State for lethal drone operations has amounted to or resulted in human rights violations or violations of international humanitarian law, require the State to automatically suspend any assistance to that State. Any assistance should not resume as long as there is a foreseeable risk that such assistance would be used for lethal drone operations that may amount to or result in such violations;
  - Put in place a fully independent and effective oversight mechanism to ensure that any intelligence sharing or assistance provided to lethal drone operations does not contribute to human rights violations or abuses or violations of international humanitarian law.

TO THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

- Publicly disclose US policies governing the use of lethal force, including the Trump Administration’s new rules governing the use of lethal force abroad, known as the “Principles, Standards, and Procedures” (PSP);
- Disclose the criteria used to determine civilian and “militant” or “combatant” status, as well as available information on the number of people killed or injured in US drone strikes, including the number categorized as “civilians,” “militants” or “combatants”;
- Ensure that any use of lethal force outside of specific recognized zones of armed conflict complies with international human rights standards, including as set out in international law enforcement standards;
- Ensure that any use of lethal force within specific recognized zones of armed conflict and connected to the conflict taking place in that zone complies fully with the USA’s obligations under international human rights and humanitarian law, including the rule that if there is doubt as to whether a person is a civilian protected against attack, the person is to be considered a civilian protected against attack;
- Cease to invoke the “global war” doctrine, and fully recognize and affirm the applicability of international human rights obligations to all US counter-terrorism measures, including those outside US territory;
• Ensure prompt, effective, independent and impartial investigations into all cases where there are reasonable grounds to believe that drone strikes resulted in unlawful killings and/or civilian casualties, including cases documented by Amnesty International. This must include all attacks in which civilians are reported to have been killed or injured;

• Where there is sufficient admissible evidence, bring those responsible to justice in public and fair trials without recourse to the death penalty;

• Ensure that victims of unlawful drone strikes, including family members of victims of unlawful killings, have effective access to remedies, including in the form of restitution, compensation, rehabilitation, satisfaction and guarantees of non-repetition;

• Offer compensation to families of civilians killed or injured even when investigations suggest that, in a particular killing of civilians, casualties did not result from violations of applicable international law.

TO THE EUROPEAN UNION, THE UNITED NATIONS AND OTHER INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS:

• Oppose unlawful US policies and practices on the deliberate use of lethal force, and urge the USA to implement the recommendations outlined above;

• Member States should officially protest and pursue remedies under international law when lethal force is unlawfully used by the USA or other states, in violation of the right to life, against individuals on their territory or against their nationals;

• Ensure that any international standards developed to govern the use of armed drones regulate not only their direct use by States but also the provision of assistance to other States’ use of armed drones. This includes: sharing intelligence which is then used to locate and identify targets for drone strikes; providing operational and logistical support, such as providing military bases or personnel or assisting with communications for lethal drone strikes by providing live feeds via satellite; or allowing another State to deploy armed drones from their territory.
By letter of 22 February 2016 you requested the Minister of Foreign Affairs and the Minister of Defence to respond to a number of findings and answer several questions concerning the Netherlands’ supposed assistance to the United States’ drone programme. Please consider this letter as an answer to both requests. Before discussing your findings and questions, it should be emphasised that the Netherlands does not cooperate with unlawful targeted killings. The government has a duty under international humanitarian law to comply and ensure compliance with international humanitarian law in situations of armed conflict. It should also be emphasised that promoting respect for human rights is a cornerstone of Dutch foreign policy.

I will first respond to the points you raised in your letter, in the order in which you raised them. Then I will answer the questions you posed.

With regard to your findings, the government can inform you as follows:

- The Dutch government has indeed confirmed that around 1.0 million metadata records collected by the National SIGINT Organisation (NSO) in the context of counterterrorism and military operations abroad were lawfully shared with the United States in the framework of international cooperation on the above mentioned topics. These records concern data collected in the context of the statutory task performed by the Dutch intelligence and security services.

- It is public knowledge that the Defence Intelligence and Security Service (MIVD) supports the EU operation Atalanta and the EU training mission in

1. Now part of the Joint Sigint Cyber Unit, a joint unit of the General Intelligence and Security Service (AIVD) and the Defence Intelligence and Security Service (MIVD).
Somalia, providing intelligence products on political developments and the security situation in Somalia. It is also public knowledge that the NSO was responsible for satellite interception activities. Command of the NSO in this respect is based on the allocation of tasks to the services. The government is unable to comment publicly on the manner in which the MIVD’s intelligence products are developed. To do so would be to divulge the organisation’s current level of knowledge and working method(s).

- The Netherlands does not cooperate with unlawful targeted killings. With reference to the parliamentary papers you cited, the government would again confirm that it is not known what information is used to underpin such activities. The Dutch government exercises caution when it comes to publicly assessing the legality of armed drone strikes by other states in specific cases, because it is not possible for the facts and circumstances surrounding such attacks to be shared. If it should emerge that a foreign power is performing demonstrably unlawful targeted killings for which Dutch intelligence is being used, the question of whether such intelligence will be shared with that partner in future will have to be reassessed. The government will return to this point below when responding to your questions.

- It is not customary practice for services to inform each other of whether (and if so, what) information is used for purposes other than that for which it was originally intended. It is not known what information and intelligence (whether in-house or acquired) other countries use to underpin their operations.

- The Minister of Defence adopted all the recommendations contained in the report by the Review Committee on the Intelligence and Security Services (CCT/IVD) on contributions of the MIVD to targeting, and has implemented them in both policy and practice.2

Answers to questions
The exchange of data with partner services abroad is governed by the Intelligence and Security Services Act 2002 (WIV 2002). Otherwise, the Netherlands has no specific policy governing the provision of assistance, in whatever form, to the United States’ lethal operations, including its drone programme. The Netherlands makes no public comment on its cooperation with other countries’ services. However, it is possible to set out the general framework that applies to the exchange of data with other services.

Under Dutch law the disclosure of such data is subject to a closed disclosure system. This means that only the WIV 2002 provides grounds on the basis of which data can be disclosed to foreign services. This legal framework, supplemented by the relevant CCT/IVD recommendations the Netherlands has adopted, thus regulates the disclosure of data to the intelligence and security services, including those of the United States.

2 Parliamentary papers H 2016/2017, 39924, no. 144.
Whenever the Netherlands works (or plans to work) with another service, an assessment is made against the statutory criteria for cooperation with foreign services. These include the degree to which the service in question is rooted in the country’s democracy, the human rights policy in the country concerned, and the professionalism and reliability of the service. On 30 June 2016, further to a report by the CTIVD, two criteria were added: 1. the powers and (technical) capabilities of the foreign service, and 2. the degree of data protection offered by the service. These criteria will ultimately be codified in the new Intelligence and Security Services Act 2017. The outcome of this assessment is set out in a ‘weighting note’ and determines whether – and if so what form of – cooperation (such as the exchange of data) is considered permissible. The Minister of Defence must give permission before the Netherlands enters into partnership with a foreign service if assessment against the above criteria results in the conclusion that such a partnership would entail risks, including the risk of contributing to the (unlawful) use of violence by a foreign intelligence or security service (or its government) in ongoing armed conflicts.

The MIVD assesses each individual data disclosure against the weighting note and against the statutory requirements of necessity, reasonableness, and due care. If the MIVD discloses data for the purpose of a targeting process to a foreign partner service (or its government) or a military coalition in which the Netherlands is participating, an assessment must be made as to whether sharing the information is compatible with the legal principle of ‘ensuring respect’ for international humanitarian law. The same requirements apply when data is disclosed without the intention of its being used for target selection but it could nevertheless be used for that purpose. In such cases, caution is exercised when disclosing data. The Netherlands examines whether, for example, the country in question applies the same interpretation of international law standards as the Netherlands. Another relevant factor is the historical cooperation between the MIVD and the foreign service concerned: has the service adhered in the past to the conditions the MIVD has attached to the disclosure of data?

When disclosing data that could be used for targeting and may relate to the use of violence by the government of a foreign service, the Netherlands sets out written conditions for the data’s use: the data may not be passed to third parties without explicit permission, and the data may not be used for any purpose that constitutes a violation of international law.

If there are indications that intelligence is being used to contribute to the unlawful use of violence, the MIVD actively requests clarification from the party concerned. The response may cause the MIVD to reassess its cooperation with that party. This approach minimises the risk of the Netherlands unintentionally contributing to the unlawful use of violence.

---

1 CTIVD Review report 48 on implementation of cooperation criteria by the MIVD and MIVD. www.ctivd.nl.
For the record, the government would note that the CTIVD concluded in its study of the MIVD's contributions to targeting that there were no concrete indications that the MIVD had accepted an unacceptable risk of a contribution to the unlawful use of force.

Yours sincerely,

[Name redacted]

Director General of Policy (acting)

for

The Minister of Defence of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL IS A GLOBAL MOVEMENT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS. WHEN INJUSTICE HAPPENS TO ONE PERSON, IT MATTERS TO US ALL.
The reach of the US lethal drone programme is extensive, reaching countries such as Pakistan, Somalia, Yemen, Iraq and Syria and including areas outside of armed conflict.

For this, the USA relies heavily on assistance from many States, including European States. The United Kingdom (UK), Germany, the Netherlands and Italy have played a significant role in supporting the US’s lethal operations, including its drone programme. Since taking office, President Donald Trump has reportedly made changes to US policy on the use of force outside areas of conflict – including through drone strikes – rolling back already-limited Obama-era protections for civilians. Combined with the current administration’s reported dramatic expansion in lethal drone operations, there is a real risk of an increase in unlawful killings and civilian casualties, and consequently, a heightened risk that States providing assistance to the US lethal drone programme could be responsible for assisting unlawful drone strikes. In light of these concerns, this report examines the role played by the UK, Germany, the Netherlands and Italy in that programme, and analyses whether assistance provided by them could be aiding potentially unlawful US drone strikes in violation of international law.